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An investigation is reported on the oxidation properties of alpha• 

zirconium at 8,50°C and beta-zirconium at 9.50°C in oxygen for periods extending 

to 400 hr. and 100 hr. , respeeti vely. Ni triding kinetics of zirconium in the 

range of ?50° to 1000°C up to 200 hr. were investigated. 'l'he kinetics wen 

determined by volumetric and gravimetric techniques and may be represented 

by' a parabolic relationship after a period of more rapid oxidation. The 

uptakes of oxygen or nitrogen were consistent with the mathematica1 evaluations 

based on multi-phase diffusion modele. Two diffusion models were advanced; 

one based upon differential and the other upon integral solutions of diffusion 

equations. It was pos·sible to sepa-rate quantatively the oxygen or nitrogen 

partitions in the scale, alpha and beta phases of zirconium. 

'l'he diffusivity of nitrogen in alpha-zirconium was determined by using 

transverse microhardness measurements. The di;f'fusivity is: D = 0.15 exp (-5!\liOO/R'l 

cm/sec2 for the temperature range of 750°- l000°C. 
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The influence of oxygen-nitrogen atmospheres on the scaling rate 

of alpha-zirconium at 850°C was investigated. Small additions of either 

gas to the other increased the sealing ra.te. A definite breakaway point 

was observed in the scaling kinetics and the time interval to the transi-

tion point varied with the relative amounts of nitrogen to oxygen. 

Scaling rates of zirconium at 850° and 950°C in the oxygen-water 

vapor atmospheres initially obeyed to a good approximation a parabolic 

relationship which was followed by a much faster scaling rate. 
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C1IAPl'ER I 

Introduction 

Basically, thie thesis consists of three parte: the first part 

comprises the reaction of zirconium with oxygen, the second describes the 

reaction ·of zirconium with nitrogen, and finally the last part is a 

qualitative discussion on experimental results obtained from a combined 

effect of both gases. 

It is the intention of the author to give a brief outline of the 

fundamental principles and the summary of theories of high temperature 

oxidation and nitriding insofar as these have been developed to the present, 

followed by some experimental results from the author's investigations. 

An attempt has been made to explain the results on the basis of these 

theories and principl•s· It is realized, however, that all conclusions 

cannot be treated unequivocally and that additional investigations are 

necessary in order to understand the kinetics of oxidation and nitriding 

for even the moat simplified systems. 

The writer is aware also that a critical assessment of ttmost proba1J1Jt 

values '1 as one may attempt in thermo-chemistry of metals for instance,. is 

impossible with oxidation and nitriding rates• There are too many major 

infiuences of experimental nature: the purity, the physical state and shape 

or a metal used, the treatment ot the surface, the composition of the gas 

phase, etc. which make comparison of results of various investigators ditficu;t.t 

- 1 -
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and m&J bear on the conclusions drawn. A summary of experimental results 

of other investigators together with those presented here, nevertheless, 

may be useful as a guide to practical applications and may prove helpful 

for derivation or systematic relationships. 

The restrictions have been imposed in this thesis to apply the 

theories for oxidation and nitriding phenomena to zirconium only, and on 

comparison of the experimental results with those from other investigations 

pertaining to zirconium and to metals of the Periodic Subgroup IVB. It is 

apparent from the published literature that these latter metals exhibit 

close similarities in behaviour towards oxygen and nitrogen. By adopting 

this approach, the condition has been imposed to confine all considerations 

and discussions as closely as possible to the topic of this investigation. 



CHAPTER II 

Review of Literature 

2:1 Introduction 

The reaction o·f oxygen with almost all metals oceurs spontaneously. 

From various studies (l.;.9) it is re~onable to conclude that many oxides 

form a protective layer and that the transport of oxygen or metal through 

.the oxide at least partially determines the rate of oxidation. The problem 

therefore reduces to the consideration or the extent to which coatings 

formed by the reaction with gas are protective, or, in other words, we are 

faced with the question of the manner and rate of growth of tarnish layers. 

Kinetic theory is concerned primarily with the progress of reaetion 

as a function of .. temperature and concentrations of the reactants. These 

factors being of most importance, the first task is to find relationships 

between them. With the exception of the theory for parabolic oxidation of 

metals, we do not have adequate equations correlating these factors. However, 

a number of relationships based· upon emp1rical metal-oxide models have been 

suggested to account for many reaction mechanisms. 

2.2 gxidation Rat! as a ~ction of T~e: 

The more common· equations accounting tor oxidation rates are given 

here in terms of weight increase per unit area Am , time t and rate 

constant& KJ.t • 

·.3-
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!he linear relatianship: 

611 = k~ t (1) 

is the simplest expression found to correlate experimental data. Generally, 

the tendency towards oxidation where reaction proceeds at a constant rate 

can be assessed from the volume ratio of oxide formed to the metal consumed 

1. e. from the PILLING and BEDWORTH ratio. If the ratio is less than 

unity the oxide may be under tension which could be relieved by development 

of cracks. An oxide exhibiting a larger volume than the consumed metal 

would tend to be of a compact structure and the oxidation kinetics would 

be diffusion controlled. If this ratio is exceptionally high, however, the 

formation of non-uniform that is, porous or cracked scales may also be 

expected due to compressive stresses. These considerations are not without 

exceptions and probably less significant for oxides that grow by outward 

migration of matter than for oxides formed by ditfusion or material from 

the surface towards the metal-oxide interface e.g. for oxides of n-type 

in which oxygen diffuses via vacant anion sites. 

A parabolic relationship: 

Am = (K t)l/2 = k (t 
p p 

(2) 

or, a modification of this equation expressed as, 

(Am) 2 
== a + K t p (3) 

applies to many metals and alloys under service condition ( 10) atid oan be 

derived from WAGNER'S theor,y of o.xidation(ll,l2). The significance of 

parabolic equations is not that they provide a method of predicting axida-

tion rates, but it experimental results agree with these rate equations, 

the underl~ng theoretical assumptions concerning the oxidation mechanism 

may be supported and the complicated reaction kinetics better understood. 
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It iS this theory the application of which to the obtained results will 

be emphasized in the next chapter. 

The cubic relationship: 

(Am)3 = K t (4) c 

is found to fit the experimental values occasionally. In most cases it 

applies to intermediate temperatures approx. 400°C, and to thin oxide 

films of about 1000 i. Examples are o~dation of nickel(l3) and titanium(l4). 

This relationship can be theoretically derived and explained by the MDTT

CABRERA mechanism(l5) for films consisting oi metal deficit oxides e.g. 

such as Cu
2
o. For the thin film region of this type of oxides (p-type) 

the MOTT.CABRERA mechanism predicta a direct relation between the ion 

current and the electrical field. The rate controlling step being the 

diffusion of metal ious in the oxide under the influence of the electrical 

gradient. ENGELL, HAUFFE and ILscHNER(l3 ) have also coDSidered the 

of . 
intluenceAthe electrostatic field in films of thickness of several hundred 

lnsstrome (approx. 100-1200 i) on the concentration gradient of cation 

vacancies and derived a cubic rate growth equation for the p-type semi-

conducting films, e.g. NiO. 

However, neither the MOTT-CABRERA nor the DfGELL-HAUFFE-ILSCHNER 

theory explains the cubic oxidation of metals forming n-type oxides such 

as titanium And zirconium (see also section 2.4 of this chapter), and it 

is for these metals that cubic reaction kinetics have mainly been observed 

• 
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Finally, the more general logarithmic (or expon.ential) law: 

Am = K log (a.t+t ) 
e o 

(5) 

and the inverse logarithmic relationship: 

_!_. K Am = A - 11.log t (6) 

predominate usual~ at low temperature and short oxidation exposures. 

Here, the relevant model for the region of a very thin film (about 100 !) 

has proved to be the one originally proposed by MOTT(lS), based on the 

hypothesis that a strong electric field exists across the oxide film. 

The gas-oxide interface is assumed to be covered uniformly with oxygen 

anions. The electrical ~ield is responsible tor pulling the ions through 

the oxide phase. Electrons pass from the metal to the chemisorbed 

oxygen lay~r either by thermionic emission or by the tunnel effect to give 

rise to the electrical charge distribution. For this case. the oxidation 

rate is determined by the rate of escape of metal ions into the oxide. 

ilJ.is means then, that at low temperatures and. for very thin film thicknesses ... 

the ions do not simply diffuse through the film under the influence of 

a concentration gradient. 

Combination ot two or more of the above mentioned relationships 

into a single oxidation-time curve is also quite common. A metal may start 

to oxidize parabolically and then continue linearly as for the case of 

zirconium reported by SMELTZER and AltRAM(lS). This relation has been termed 

paralinear. These investigators have demonstrated that the transition from 

parabolic to linear oxidation for zirconium is associated with formation of a 
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duplex scale composed of compact and porous oxides~ Assuming the general 

diffusion equation for a concentration profile of oxygen in the metal 

maintained at constant gradient with respect to the moving metal-oxide 

interface at a velocity kt• i.e. 

a2c kr, ac -+- - =0 a-Yt.2 D • a;x 
(7) 

it was possible to derive an expression correlating the parabolic and 

linear rate constants tor the case where the concentration of oxygen in 

the atmosphere i~ equal to the initial concentration of oxygen in the 

metal. 

Solution of equation (?) yields: 

k-. £ .c II ~ D II (C s_C II) 
--x. 0 0 0 0 

(8). 

Assuming a constant oxygen gradient in the oxide, one obtains from equations 

(?) and (8) for the_ parabolic growth law of compact oxide: 

k = 2 ..n. D II ( C S- C II) ( 9) 
p 0 0 0 • 

The symbols used in these equations are: 

~ - variation of oxygen concentration with distance into a sample 

e - thickness of a compact oxide 

..0. - volume of o~de per oxygen ion 

D~D011 -diffusion constants for oxygen in the metal and in the compact 

oxide film, respectively. 

C S c II 
0 t 0 - concentrations or oxygen in oxide at the porous-compact 

oxide and oxide-metal interfaces, respectively 

kx,i kp - linear and parabolic rate constants, respectively. 
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Since the left hand side of equation (8) can be eYaluated empirically 

from the linear rate data and the appropriate phase diagram, we can-

express k in terms of k.. p -J... 

Recently, SMELTZER, HAERING and KIRKALDY(l9) constructed a 

phenomenological theory of metal oxidation which is based on the model 

that oxygen migrates through the oxide lattice under the influence of 

its eoncentration gradient as in WAGNER'S model(l2) for parabolic oxida-

tion and that oxygen diffuses also through a random array of a low 

resistance paths of temporary decreasing denei ty. They assumed a uniform 

and low oxygen concentration gradient in the film and that intertaci~ 

inhibitations could be neglected. The decay law of the available oxygen 

sites in the array of short circuit path was expressed by the first order 

rate equation: 

(10) 

and the effective diffusion constant as: 

Here: 

(11). 

fO; f - are the 'initial and total fractions of oxygen sites 

respectively within the low resistance paths in t~e 

oxide film. 

DL;DB - are constants for lattiee and short circuit oxygen 

diffusion, respectively. 

FICK'S first law is for the above conditions: 

(12) 



where 

dx dt - determines the .rate of oxide growth 

6C - represents the concentration difference of oxygen ions 

across the oxide film • and 

IL- gives the volume of oxide per oxygen ion_. 
j;. 

Combining equations (10), (11) and (12) yields: 

0 
2 [ DB" t kt 1 

X : kp t + Dt•k (1 - .- ~ (13) 

9 

which expresses the growth of oxide governed by short circuit and lattice 

diffusion. As reported, this equation takes account of the oxidation 

kinetics of metals or subgz-oup IVB previously represented by a logarithmic 

and cubic equations separately, over the temperature range 300° - 600°C. 

As previously illustrated. many metals oxidize to form thick scales 

by a parabolic relationship. WAGNER(l2) set forth the working hypothesis 

that diffusion in oxide, halide and sulphide phases may generally be inter-

preted as migration processes of ions and electrons whereas migration of 

· electrically neutral atoms or molecules ma~e neglected. Under the assump-

tion that the various particles migrate independently of each other it is 

possible to calculate the mobilities of ions and electrons in the tarnish 

layer either from electrical data or from self diffusion measurements 

involving isotopes. WAG~~rived the following equation for the formation 

of a scale: 

1 
z 2 

(14) 
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where: n
8

r(A is the rate of migration of metal ions or non metal ions, 

10 

~X is the thickness Of the scale, e is the electronic charge, z2 is the 

valence of negatively charged non metal ions, ll is the chemical potential 
. X 

Of non metal, p.(x1) and lJ.(x11) are the Chemical potentials Of non metal 

at the gas/scale and scale/metal interface, respectively, Q- is electrical 

conductivity, and t 1 , t 2 and t
3 

are the transference numbers of metal 

ions, non metal ions and electrons, respectively. The constant, kr' has 

been named urational rate constant". 

The"rationa.l rate constant11may be 
11 

f
a(x ) zl 

kr = C . (-;-
eq a(xl) u2 

expressed also. ae: 

(15) 

where: Ceq = z1c1 =fZ21 c2 is the concentration of metal or non metal 

ions, ax is the activity ot non metal, a(x1 ) and a(x11) are the activities 

or non metal at the gas/scale and scale/metal interfaces, respectively, and 

n1• and D2• are the self-diffusion coefficients of metal and non metal. 

With respect to metal oxidation reactions, ·this theory has been 

applied to the scaling of copper at 1050°C and to scaling of iron in t~e 

temperature range of 800 - 1100°C. The agreement between the experimentally 

determined values of kp and those calculated from the above equations is 

good. 
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2.3 Oxidation Rate as FUnction of Temperature: 

The temperature influence on surface reactions as kinetic processes 

may be elq)ected to approximate to an ARRHENIUS equation: 

k = A.exp - Q/RT (16) 

for which the experimentally determined values of k fit the equation 

in log k vs. 1/T plot as. a straight line. 

There are however, some notable exceptions which still await 

explanation. For example, the reaction of oxygen and zinc · displays 

anomalies with respect to temperature(20), or as in the case of reaction 

of oxygen with cadmium(lO) or niobium(lO) for intermediate temperatures, 

where it was found that the oxidation rates decrease with increasing tempera-

ture. Since activation energies 
1 

Q 1 cannot be negative these effects 

cannot be explained by a uniform kinetic process. 

It should be mentioned that no unambiguous physical meaning has yet 

been given to the constant A in equation (14). Moreover, the dimensions 

of A vary with the oxidation-t~e law for which the equation is applicable. 

auLBRANSEN( 2l) considered EYRING'S reaction rate theory( 22) for 

diffusion processes involving the presence or a transition state at the top 

of the energy barrier between the initial and final states of diffusion to 

derive an expression correlating the parabolic rate constant with temperature: 

kT + 
k. =h• exp-AF/RT 

This expre~sion may be reduced to: 

2 
kp = 2~d .exp IJ.S+/R + 

exp - l\H /Ilf 

(17). 

(18). 
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Here: 

d - is the closest cation distance in em. 

k,h - are Boltzman's and Planck's constants, respectively 

llF+, AH+, AS+ - are the changes of free energy, enthalpy and entropy, 

. respectively. for formation of activated complexes. 

and the term: 

exp - 6F+/RT- gives the number of activated complexes as a function 

of the free energy barrier and the absolute temperature. 

Obviously, equation (18) is related through the parabolic rate constant 

k to the thickness of the oxide film. Also, comparison of equation p 

(18) with equation (16) shows that in this theory A is slightly 

dependent on temperature. It is almost impossible at the present time to 

check any considerations regarding . + + AH and especiall7 AS by means 

of experimental oxidation data, and future developments along this line 

will require fUrther arguments and much more accurate experimental values • 

. The successful approach to the fundamental problem of the mechanism 

of oxidation probably will continue along the theoretical line presented 

above. As already mentioned a particular rate l~w may transform from one 

form to another with the time of oxidation. There is also some evidence 

that the rate-law which is followed depends on temperature. 

In a reoent study by KOFSTAD( 23), zirconium was oxidized under a 
"" 

condition of linearly increasing temperature. It was shown that between 

650° and 950°C the cubic rate~law was obeyed, and between 9.50° and 1100°c 

the parabolic rate-law fitted the data best. 



13 
2,4 Oxidation Rate as Function of ~en Pressure: 

The oxides of metals are classified according to their lattice 

defect structures. Metals forming oxides of the p-type must, when 

oxidizing according to WAGNER'S mechanism, show a c~rtain dependence on 

pressure. To the first approximation a relation can be found by applying 

the mass-action equation to the interaction of oxygen with the oxide. 

For example, for oxidation of copper the interaction of oxygen with 

cuprous oxide may be expressed as: 

The concentrations of cation vacancies and electron defects (holes) are 

equal, i.e. 

c ( Cu +c ) = c ( @ ) 

Using the ideal mass action law we obtain: 

(Po2>1/j'[c<cu + t:l >] 2 • [c< (f)>] 2= const 
under the assumption that the activity coefficients are unity, 

Equation (19) combined with equation (20) yields: 

(19)., 

(20) 

C( (±)) = C(Cu~) = eonst. (Po
2
>1/ 8 (21). 

Since the diffusion rate depends directly on the number of defects, the 

oxidation rate of copper would also depend on the 8-th root of Po2 • 

Actual experimental va~ues of WAGNER and GRUENLviALD(24) confirm that the 

parabolic constant, k , for oxidation of copper is a linear function of 
p 

. 0 
the 7-th root of oxygen pressure at 1000 C, giving thus approximate agreement. 
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Similarly, following the same reasoning, it can be shown that 

the concentration of nickel vacancies in nickel oxide may be expressed 

by equation: 

C ( @ } = C(Ni ~ ) s const. (Po
2
)1/6 

which again was confirmed by WAGNER and GRUENEWALD( 24). 

(22) 

These considera-

tions·- also apply to metal sulfides. In the case of iron sulfidization in 

gaseous sulphur a close check of pressure dependence as predicted by the 

defect structure of FeS was obtained by HAUFFE and RAHMEL(25>. 
If the surface compound is of an n-type semiconductor such as 

Zr02 or Ti02, the number of defects at the oxide-gas interface may be 

expected to be negligibly small at moderate temperatures and pressures, 

and consequently the oxidation rate should be nearly independent of the 

partial pressure of oxygen. This has in fact been confirmed at certain 

pressure ranges for several metals forming n-type oxides at temperatures 

where oxidation is parabolic, e.g. for reaction of zirconium with oxygen 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

b;y GULBRJUiSEN and ANDREW( 26), by CUBICCIOTTI(3), by HUSSEY and SMELTZER(27); 

and for oxidation of titanium by JENKINS( 28>. 
In a most recent inveotigation VEST et al( 29} discuss more fully 

the defect structure of monoclinic zirconia at 1000°C. They found, from 

electrical conductivity measurements, that at low oxygen pressures and at 

compositions far removed from stoichiometry. zra2 -, the conductivity may -x 
be due to compl~tely ionized oxygen vacancies. The lattice defect equation 

for this consideration is 

+ 2e. 
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Accordingly, 

C(e) o6 {Po )-l/6 
2 

(23). 

However, at high oxygen pressures, for compositions removed from stoichio-

metry in the reverse sense, Zr02+x' the conductivity may be attributed to 

the formation of completely ionized zirconium vacancies. That is, 

hence 

(24). 

At a composition near stoichiometry zirconia was shown to be an amphoteric 

semiconductor, at a given oxygen partial pressure. 

2.5 Reaction of Zirconium with Oxygen: 

Although the elevated temperature oxidation of zirconium in dry 

oxygen has undergone extensive investigation in the past decade, the 

literature is replete with controverGy as to the set of kinetics best 

·descriptive of the extended reaction. The proponents of the parabolic 

rate law appear to be offset by a eimilar number of authors reporting a 

cubic oxidation process. 

BELLE and MALLETT(!?) and CHARLES et al (30) have shown that during 

0 0 oxidation of zirconium in the temperature range 350 -950 C the results 

~rere best fitted to a cubic equation. WESTERMAN(3l) found that zirconium 

and Zircaloy 2 oxidize in oxygen and water vapor at comparable rates 

according to the cubic rate law. in the temperature range of 600° - 800°C 

and under a pressure of 25 nun Hg. Regardless of temperature and environment 

zirconium did not exhibit a transition in oxidation kinetics in tests of 

25 hr. duration. 
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PEMSLER(32>-in a recent investigation hae shown that the dissolution 

of oxygen in zirconium in the temperature range 840°-975°C obeyed diffusion 

kinetics and remained parabolic for sufficient~thic~ samples. The film 

growth confdrmed to a parabolic rate growth after approx. 9 hrs; the initial 

rate growth could be expressed best by a quadratic equation. The over-all 

weight gain curves could be fitted to the parabolic relationship after an 

initial period of more rapid reaction. 

HUSSEY and SMELTZER (33) obtained similar relationship for the 

' 0 0 temperature range of 400 -8.50 c. These investigators report that the 

oxidation-kinetics of zirconium at long times obeyed a parabolic rate equation 

which was best described in terms of a diffusion model for both the oxide 

and metal. From microhardness measurements, they determined the diffusivity 

of oxygen in alpha-zirconium, as: D = 28,8 exp (-53,400/RT); 

DEBUIGNE and LEHR(34) conducted measurements on oxidation of zirconium 

in the temperature range of 600°-850°C and found that ta a good approximation 

a parabolic relationship was satisfied. Based on the assumption of a 

diffusion controlled reaction, they derived a mathematical treatment for 

evaluating the diffusivity of oxygen in alpha-zirconium. The calculated 

value was oho\..rn to be: D ;: 22.4 exp (-5~700/RT) for temperatures higber ~ 

than ?00°C. For temperatures lower than 650°C they assumed from the 

discontinuity in the slope of the Arrhenius plot of D va. l/T that grain 

boundary di.t:rusion became preferred. 

KEAHNS and CHIRIC0~(35) employing hardness measurements have determined 

the diffusivity of oxygen in alpha-zirconium for the temperature range 



622°-840°C. They report that the average value of diffusivitJ based 

on their own results and those of PDISLER(}6) and MALLETT et al. (37) 

can be expressed as: D = 5. 4 exp ( -59800/RT). 
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At present, the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in beta-zirconium 

is not known. To a good approximation the value of oxygen diffusivit;y 

·reported by MALLETT, ALBRECHT and WILSON{J?) i.e. D = 0.0453 exp (-28200 

+ 2400)/RT for the case of beta-Zircaloy 2 may be taken into consideration. -
For justification of this recommendation the reader is referred to a study 

by PEHSLER{36). 

All of the above mentioned investigators report the formation of 

gray zirconium dioxide only, during ·the reaction of zirconium vi th oxygen. 

- (18 38 39) ' 
There is, however, some evidence in: the literature ' ' taat after 

prolonged exposures white oxide coaaences to appear and the oxidation 

rate of zirconium increases accordingly. 

ARONSON(40) and SARKISOV et al. ( 4l) have shown that both oxides 

possess the same monoclinic structure and that during conversion of white 

oxide into gray oxide the color changes from white to gray as oxygen is 

being removed, and that the reverse process is also true. Both authors 

observed a slight difference in the position of lines on X-~ and electron 

diffraction patterns. However, they did not attempt to determine 

quantatively the chaaaes in lattice parameters of the respeotive cell. 

SAUR et a1( 42) explain the change of color in terms of optical properti•s 

associat'ed with the ph18ical state of the oxide, 1. e. with the thickness 

ot the oxide layer. Their arguments do not appear to be very convincing. 
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cox< 43) discusses the wide variation in stoichiometry of Zr02• He points 

out that none of the studies of non-stoichiometry or zr02 in the literature 

can be accepted witho~t reserve and that the pretranaition gray oxide 

formed on zirconium is hypo-stoichiometric. It is difficult to give precise 

deTiations from stoichiometry without stating the specific conditions of 

examinations. Generally, the reported value is from zr02 where: x < 0.001 -x 
to zre1•

9 
for temperatures up to 15Q0°C. There is no evidence of hyper

stoichiometry for zirconium oxide formed during the reaction of zirconium 

with pure oxygen. 

2,6 Reaction of Zirconium with Nitrogen: 

The reaction of zirconium with nitrogen has been described by 

GULBRANSEN and ANDREW( 26) in the temperature rari.ge 400°-825°C and by 

DRAVNIEKS(It-4) at 860° to l050°C. Both investigators showed that the 

reaction obeyed a ~abolic relationshi~ and that the reaction rate was 

much slower than with oxygen. They also report that the zirconium-nitrogen 

reaction is nearly independent of pressure in the range of 15-760 r.nm Hg. 

MALLETT, BELLE and CLELAND( 4
S) investigated the zirconium-nitrogen 

reaction over a wide range of temperatures ( W5° • l640°C) at 1 atm and 

found that the reaction conforms strictly to a parabolic law and the para

bolic rate constant in (ml/cm2)2/sec could be calculated to give: k = p 

5.0 x lrY exp ~-48000 ! 1500)/RT]. They a.lso determined the diffusio~ of 

nitrogen trom·the gaseous phase into beta-zirconium containing 0.015 wt.% 

hafnium. The samples were degassed in vacuum and then heated in nitrogen. 
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Layers were removed and analysed tor nitrogen. The values obtained could 
2. f . 

be _correlated by the equation: _D = 1.5 x 10• exp l(-30. '700 :t 1000)/RT]. 

In the above investigations it has been assumed that the scale 

consists of zirconium nitride. In all likelihood this nitride would 

correspond closely to ZrN. 

2,z Reaction of Zirconium with Nitrogen-Oxygen Atmospheres: 

Even small amounts of nitrogen in the presence of oxygen have a 

deter&mental effect on corrosion resistance of zirconium. The deleterious 

effect of nitrogen according to LOEVENSTEIN and GILBERT(~6) could possibly 

be explained by the replacement of some oxygen· atoms in the oxide lattice, 

the exchange being in the ratio 2/3i that is, 2 N}---ions would replaee 

302- ions. Therefore, in an n-type oxide the presence of nitregen would 

increase the number of vacant oxygen sitee. Since the parabolic rate 

constant is directly related to the concentration of vacancies. this increased 

cone en tration would increase the oxidation rate in the parabolic range. 

HAYES and ROBERTSON( 4?) oxidized zirconium samples in air. They 

found that the scales formed were blue-black at first, and turned white 

later. Samples completely covered with whit. scale were obtained in 24 hre. 

at 700°C and 4 hrs. at 800°C. The weight increase followed first a parabolic 

law and deviations towards more rapid scaling kinetics occurred after -

formation of white oxide. 
. . (38) 

Similarily; PHALNIKAR and BALDWI.N report that black scales preceded 

the white scales during oxidizing zirconium in air. Before the advent of 



white scales a quasi parabolic law of oxidation was obeyed, this was 

followed by a sharply increased rate for tests below 1050°C, 

G•B Reaction of Zirconium with Water Vapor-Oxygen Mixture§: 
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'l'he scaling behaviour of high-purity zirconium in water vapor at 

€..;v..O 8 0 ( 31) 25mm pressure and ovv - 00 C was investigated by WESTERMAN • 'l'he kinetic 

curves were best fitted by a cubic rat~ law. No deviation from this rate-

relationship occurred even at long exposures, up to 25 hr. duration. When 

compared with the oxidation rates of zirconium in pure ox7gen under the same 

conditions, the scaling rates in water vapour were slightly slower~ 

Data available in the literature and concerning the combined effect 

of water vapour and oxygen on zirconium are indeed very scarce. The only 

reported investigation is that by AMBARTSUMYAN et al. ( 48). They investigated 

the simultaneous influence _of oxygen and steam on zirconium at 450°0 and test 

durations up to 810 hr. The oxygen pressure was 380 mm Hg. and the remaining 

380 mm Hg. was due to steam. The rates of scaling under the influence of 

the mixture were about the same as the rates of scaling of zirconium in steam 

at 760 mm Hg. However, the behaviour of Zr - 1.0% Nb and Zr .. 2.% Nb alloys 

was quite different. The alloye oxidized much faster in the mixture then in 

pure steam, under the same conditions. 

2.9 Reactions of Zirconium with Gases other than Nitrogen and Oxygen: 

HALL et al. <49) • and MARTIN and REES(50) have developed a theory 

based on statistical mechanics to account for the solubility of hydrogen 
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in zirconium as a function of hydrogen pressure. The good agreement between 

the experimental evidence of solubility and theoretical predictions and 

between the observed and evaluated values of heats of ZrH2 formation proVide 

satisfactory justification for the theoretical basis of their interpretation. 

They also explain the fact that the saturation solubility decreases with 

temperature in terms of order-disorder phenomenon in the metal lattice. 

The negative influence of hydrogen on oxidat1on resistance of 

zirconium is of a secondary nature. Hydrogen may form a hydride under the 

oxide layer and detach the oxide which would otherwise protect the metal 

substrate. Provided no hydride is formed, hydrogen in solid solution has 
. . (~) 

no direct effect on corrosion as reported by LO~VENSTEIN and GILBERT • 

Zirconium is attacked by carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide more 

strongly than by oxygen but less than by water vapour, at 600°-1000°C. 

When the pressure was 0.6 mm Hg and the temperature 986°C the following 

sequence with regard to. attack was found by DRAVNlEKS(5l); oxygen, air, 

water vapour and carbon dioxide. HUSSEY and SMELTZER(5l) in a .recent study 

on the reaction of zirconium with carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide at 850°C 

found that the kinetic curve for zirconium-carbon,dioxide reaction exhibited 

three distinct parts: an initial decreasing rate, an intermediate rapid . 

increasing rate, and a final decreasing rate. After about 16 hrs. the weight 

gain was to a good approximation the same as for the ~rconium-oxygen reaction 

and conformed to the parabolic law. 'l'he oxidation kinetics of zirconium with 

carbon monoxide were in the form of continuously decreasing rate curve and 

up to about 16 hrs. the weight gain was approximately the same as for oxygen. 

At tim'ea in excess of 16 hrs. a tra..nsition to more rapid oxidation ratea occurred. 
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)iALLETT 1 ALBRECHT and BElilNETT(S3) found that the reaction of iodide 

zirconium with water vapour at a pres:sure of 33 mm Hg and for the tem~rature 

range 300°-600°C obeys a CQbic law and that only a single-phase oxide could 

be seen unde~ the microscope, which means that adsorption or hydrogen by 

the metal must have been negligible. 

Due to corrosion problems in nuclear reactors, a considerable amount 

of work has been carried on the oxidation of zirconium and several of its 

alloys in steam. This work does not directly relate to the present study 

and the reader is referred to recent review articles on this subject(3l,54,4B, 55 ~ 



CJIAP.l'ER III 

Theory for Parabolic Oxidation and Nitriding of Zirconium 

.3.-1 Differential Model for Two-solid Phase Oxidation and Nitriding: 

O~dation and nitriding of zirconium at temperatures leas than 

862°C, the allotropic transformation temperature for alpha to beta zirconium, 

takes place by interstitial dissolution of the gaseous reactant in the alpha 

metal phase up to the saturation l~ita and simultaneous formation of the 

aeale. Provided that scale growth and oxygen solution in the metal are 

governed by lattice diffusion of oxygen this gives rise to a solid two-

phase diffusion system. A diffusion model applicable to this type of-system 

has been advanced by WAGNER(56l where one ot the phases (metal phase) is 

treated as an infinite plate. 

T.he appropriate diffusion model for oxidation or nitriding is shown 

schematically in Fig. la • For concurrent scale growth and gas dissolution 

the total rate of oxygen or nitrogen uptake is: 

(25) 

where: 

(26) 
I 

and the concentration of the gaseous reactant at any point in the 

·23-
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metal phase is given as an error function relation: 

(C)(l • Co + BI [ 1 - e~f .(2 Jfilt ) x:oli] (2?). 

e 
The;fore: 

(28). 

Substituting equation (26) and (28) into (25) yields upon integration: 

\-.rhere: 

~ (CI .. CII) y~ ·r-D k ('V'\) 
- II r c; ' VII = 'p(soale) .JV 

Therefore: 

~ = (k + k >·~ = kp(.total) • tl/2 (32) A p(scale) p(metal) 

is consistent with the parabolic relationship, equation (2), and accounts 
• 

functionally for the scaling of a metal forming a two-phase semi-infinite 

diffusion couple. 

In these equations: £ is the scale thickness at time t , 

x is the distance from the scale/gas interface, D11 and D1 are 

ditfusivities of oxygen or nitrogen in the oxide or nitride scale and metal 

respectively, ci1 and ci1 are oxygen or nitrogen concentrations in 

the scale and metal at the metal-scale interface respectively, and B1 



and are constants. c 
0 

andC 
a. 

in equation (2?) are the 
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concentrations of OXJgen or nitrogen initially in the metal and at any 

distance x > £' , respectively. 

Combining equation (26) with (30) one caD evaluate the parabolic 

rate constant from the mo•ement of the metal-scale interface, providing 

the values of gaseous concentrations at this interface are known. These 

can be obtained from the appropriate zirconium-oxygen phase diagrams, 

e.g. by HANSEN( S?) • The movement of the scale-metal interface or. in 

other words the thickness f of' the scale for a given time , t ). can 

be measured microscopically. 

The binary zirconiwa•oxygen and zirconium-nitrogen phase diagrams 

are shown in Figure 1 c,d. to the temperature of 15Q0°C. Zirconium 

exhibits an exceptionally large solubility for both oxygen and nitrogen, 

the solubility limits being larger than 20at %. It is to be noted that the 

solution of oxygen or nitropn into the metal increases the temperature 

for stability of the alpha phase. Accordingly, the above discussed two phase 

solid diffusion model for oxidation or nitriding of zirconium is applicable 

only to the allotropic transformation temperature of 862°C. If appropriate 

diffusion data are available, these data may be employed with concentrations 

from the appropriate phase diagram to evaluate the parabolic oxidation or 

ni triding constants. 

I 
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3.2 Integral Model for }Wo-Solid Phase Oxidation and Mitriding 

'!'he total oxygen or nitrogen uptake at a given time, t > 0 is 

eqwU to: 

(~)total = (')scale + (') Zr·& ·· 

If the oxide is treated as a finite plate of uniform oxygen cencentration, 

integration over the respective fields of fig. la yields: 

dcdx + dcdx (33) 

and when making use of equation (2:7 ) : 
ao 

<!p>total = (C~I - Co) E + B]: . J erfo 2 V ~Ii! 
"Ej2 I Dit 

dx (34). 

"' Let: then dx = 2 V"fJlt .. d ~ , whi_~h when 

substituted into equation (34) and taking into account equation (26) gives 

upon integration: 

<¥>total = 2 [ <cii - Co)yf. v'1>Il + Bz Vii; . ierfc y,·~]tt (35) 

which is the explicit expression for a two-phase diffusion model i.e. below 

the alpha-beta allotropic tranafonnation (,..., 862°C). 

Here, the values for k • s are given by: 
p 

( ( I II r-::-
kP)scale = a CII - CI ) r, V 0II (36) 
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which is the same as in equation (JO}, and 

(kp)alpha.-Zr .. 2 [Br V DI ierfc \: v / + <cii..co)yl fDlr] {}?) 

Thus, we are able to evaluate again the total parabolic rate constant and 

~ompare it with the experimentally obtained value. 

3.3 Differential Model for Three-Solid Phase Oxidation and Nitrid!PS 

At temperatures above the alpha-beta allotropic t~ansformation 

temperature of zirconium, dissolution of oxrgen or nitrogen into the metal 

stabilizes the alpha solid solution phase, Fig. ler4.Accordingly a super

ficial scale and an intermediate of the stabilized alpha phase are formed 

on beta zirconium during ()xidation or nitriding. It is possible to extend 

the previously presented diffusion principles to these more complex systems. 

The diffusion model governing formation of three .solid phases 

during reaction is shown in Fig. lb. Let us retain the same notation as 

for the two-phase model, with the following supplementary designatious: 

the alpha/beta interface will be 'If , the thickness of. the alpha phase 

will be denoted as t 
l 

CI:, and c!1 will tepresent the gas concentra• 

tions in the alpha phase and. beta phase at the phase boundary V , respectively. 

Let 

and 

D 
0 

c 
0 

indicate the d.iffusivity ot oxygen or nitrogen in the b~ta phase 

the initial amoUl'lt of oxygen or nitrogen in the metal. 

For the situation shown, equations: 

(C) II '" C 0 + Br erfc ( 2 !bi f ) ~ < X < 'f 

X 

(C)~ = Co + B o erfc ( 2 J D t ) x > t 
0 

(38) 

(39) 



express the variation of gas concentration in each of the given metal 

phases :for the implied conditions of x. 

The mass balance at the interface 

and at the interface ! 

Correlation between equations (Ato) and (41) is found to be: 

ac · ac J" ale <a;>x:~f·O =<rx>x= E +0 + <2> dx · 
e az 

Differentiation of equation (38) with respect to x give~: 

• exp-

(41). 

(42}. 

(43). 

Substituting this into equation (42) and after solving the integral one 

obtains: 

E2 tf. 
(exp - W - exp - 4D t ) (lr-4)_ 

I I 

Substituting this equation into equation (41) yields: 

ac ~ fDi E 2 · 'I- _I II dt ac 
-Dz(ax)x= E+O - ~1tt 1 (exp - 4D

1
t - exp - 4D

1
t)=(cz-co )dt • Do(ax)xc'f.f-0 

ac -
which when solved with respect to: -D1 ('ii)x= E +0 and combined with equatioD 

(!tO) gives: 

ac I II dE I II d 'l 81 'VJ5l £ 2 if. 
-DII(ii)x= E-o = (CII.CI )dt + (Cl-eo >at + ~ 1tt (exp- 4D

1
t - e:xp- tt:D

1
t) + 

BVD_ tj. 
- ~ ltt 0 

exp - \15t (46) 
0 I 
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where the last term of this equation has been obtained by differentiation 

of equation (39) for x=~. 

Since the . total amount of oxygen or nitrogen l\m per area A 

taken up by the sample in time t is equal"" to:· 

(47) 

and; 

(48) 

* = Yy · V D1/ {t (49) 

substitution of these three equations into equation (46) gives the total 

gas uptake: 

2 
- Y. DI] 

+ B0 V D/" exp - ~0 ljt (50). 

Obviously. equation (50) reduces to equation {29) for £<x~ ~and becomes 

an explicit expression for a two phase system. 

Similarly to equation (32) applicable to two-phase diffusion, 

equation (SO) can be expressed as: 

~ - (k + k + k ) t 1/ 2 - k ~ t 1/ 2 (51} 
A - p( scale) p(r.r.-phase) p( J!-phase) - p( total) 

where: 

(52) 
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Experimental eva1uation of equation (50) follows the same patterns. 

as those outlined already for the two-phase model and will not be discussed 

again. The experimental check on the applicability of the derived equations 

for a three-phase system will be gi•en in Chapter 8.1.2 • . 

3,4 !ntesral Model for Three-Solid Phase OxidatiQn and Nitriding 

Consider again the zirconium-oxygen or zirconium-nitrogen equilibrium 

phase diagrams (Fig. lc,d) and the associated diffusion model at temperature 

above 862°C and time, t > 0, as shown in Fig. lb • The total gas uptake 

would be: 

&a 4iD Am Am <-> • <-> + (-) + (-) ' (55} 
A total .-~·:' A seale A Zr-alpha A Z.r-beta ' 

or upon integrating the appropriate fields and making use of equations (38) 

a.nd (39): 

(am) (CI -eii) E Jr total = II I 

OC) 

·('f- 0 + B0 J erfc( 2 yb t )dx + (c!I _ c )'f 
'f/2 fDt 0 0 

0 

(56). 

(53) 
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and = 2 ~D F , therefore dx = 2 ~ D 
0 
t' · d ~ '. 

0 

Substituting these terms for the integrands and dx•s of equation (56) 

one obtains: 
Oo 

2 BI V Dit' J erfc ~ d~ 
¥2 v D

1
t' 

010 

- J erfc '! d '5 
'¥/2. vD1~ 

Qo 

) + 2B f1ft J erf t' d l • , 
0 0 'f/2·ro:t' 

0 

as part of equation (56). With the aid of this expression, integration 

of equation (56) gives: 

lthere the movement of the interfaces £ and '¥ has been given in terms of 

relationships (48) and (49). 

Equation (5?) is the final expression for the total gas uptake by 

a system consisting of three phases. It is immediately appnrent that this 

expression reduces to two-phase diffusion system, viz. equation (35}, for 

the condition G < X < 't. 

Finally, the values of the parabolic rate constants for the appro-

pria te phases are: 

(58) 

which is, of course, identical with equation (}6) derived. from a two-phase 

oxidation model; 



and 

kp(beta-Zr)= 2 [ B0 f"D: ieric Yy fD:~D: + (c!I - C0 )yVf ·~ n;J {60). 

Thus, following the outlined a~ady procedure we are able to calculate 

the total uptake of gas and compare this evaluation with experimental 

evidence. Comparison of the two three-phaae models reveals that the expres-

sions for kp 1s for the scale are identical· In the appendix, Problem 1, it 

has been shown that the identity between the remaining terms for k 's p 

exists also. 

3.5 Supplement!Fy Res~ction on DiffU$ion Proqessee: 

Should the oxidation or nitriding phenomena be a purely diffusion 

controlled reaction, then according to KIDSON( 59} the follo\tJing has to 

hold: 

and 

'l'herefore, at a given temperature, rr,: 

(61) 

where~ 

£and fJ - are the thicknesses of the scale and alphe-pllase ·at time 

t , and 
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Bt t B~ • are constants for the respective phases. 

The plot of equation (61) ...... ft should yield a straight li.ue and tUJ.Y 

deviation from linearit1 can be interpreted either by the experimental 

error involved or in terms of some other process associated with the 

diffusion phenomenon. 

J•6 Limitations and AssumptigB§ Relevant to Model§; 

1. From the expressions for< kp' s of the oxide it follows that we 

approximate our calculations by neglftcting the error function curve of 

phase II. This assumption is necessary because we do not know the value 
. I 

of C
8

• The small gradient (C
8 
-c11>!e , should not introduce u appreciable 

error. 

2. For a kinetic system the value of gas concentration in the 

alpha-phase at the l interface should lie between cii and cit• Similarly 

the value for the beta-phase at the interface Y should be between c11 and 
0 

ci. This deviation from the equilibrium values arises from ~he tact that 

a small degree of supersaturation is needed in order to form and to continue 

the growth of the appearing new phase. We neglect these deviations. 

3. The mathematical treatment derived above is only valid for the 

condition where the volume of the forming nev phase (II and I) is exactly 

equal to the volume of the disappearing phase. 



CBAP.rER IV 

Experimental 

4,1 IntroQgction: 

Various methods have been employed for investigating the oxidation 

rates and for examining the nature of oxidation products formed on metals, 

The simplest and most direct methods, gravimetric, manometric, volumetric, 

electrometric, have been commonly used, Descriptions of these methods can 

be found in texts dealing with corrosion. It is therefore not the object 

of this section to review these procedures. 

In this experiment the volumetric method haB been chosen as a~ 

procedure for measuring the oxidation and nitriding rates. By adopting 

this method it was expected that larger samples than those used in gravi• 

metric measurements could be utilized. 

4,2 Volumetric Apparatus: 

One of the apparatuses used for determination of gas volumes 

adsorbed by zirconium. specimens at various temperatures and gas pressures 

combines basically two concepts: that used. by JENKINS( 62) for measuring 

oxidation rates of titanium and that utilized by SMELTZER et al. <63 ) for 

estimation of amounts of oxygen adsorbed bJ silver catalysts. 

-36-
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Easentially the whole arrangement is comprised of four main parts: 

equipment for determinations of large volumes·of oxrgen adsorbed together 

with the furnace assembly and its control , oxygen supply system, air 

adraittance system, and an assembly for measurements of small volumes of 

gases consumed by the metals. 

Fig. 2 i.e an over-all picture of the apparatus and Fig. 3 

represents a schematic diagram of main components. 

A suitable prepared specimen was placed into a demountable silica 
(64) 

chamber (2). Since it was suggested by DALGAARD that zirconium may 

become contaminated by silicon at high temperatures while in contact witha 

silica-glass tube, the sample was supported at both ends by platinum wire 

wrapped around it. 'ro decrease the ''dead" apace of the reaction chamber 

an evacuated silica tube (3) was placed concentricaD,y inside the glass 

tube (2), thus increasing the sensivity of the apparatus. The "4eacl" 

volume between these two .tubes vas calibrated by the amount of water 

displaced at room temperature and turned out to be: 58 cc. A water-cooled 

joint (4) was incorporated in order to maintain a good vacuum seal at the 
. 0 

operating temperatures from 750° to 1000 c. 

'l'he furnace (1), which was positioned around the reaction assembly 
d . 

by~vertical slide, consisted of two independently controlled heating elements. 

The inner, 36 x _2 1/2 in. in diaDteter closely wound Nichrome coil acted as 

the main heating source. The purpose of the outer coil, which was conce:ntri-

cally_ wound at both ends on the top· of the first one, was to extend the 

uniform temperature zone. This somewhat superfluous precaution appeared to 

be justified when one considers the large effect of the SOREf·tlP8 diffusion 



Fig. 2 General view of the volumetric apparatus. 
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of oxygen or nitrogen in zirconium. RIECK and BRUNING(65) have demonstrated 

that either of the gases moves quite readily under the influence of a 

temperature gradient to that part of the metal.which has the lower tempera

ture. 

'l'he uniform temperature zone was 2 l/2 in. in length at 8;.o0c 

with the temperature variation of ! 2.3°C within it. 'l'he nuctuation of 

temperature was limited by the sensitivity of the controlling BRISTOL 

indicator. The temperature of the adsorption cell was measured by two 

standarized chromel-alumel thermocouples, one of which was placed very 

close to the specimen in a cavity purposely designed for this reason, 

as shown in Fig. 3 

'l'he glass-chamber (2) wan connected by means of a ca.pillary tube 

to the mercury ~~eter (5) which in turn was joined with the calibrated 

2.50 cc. glass-burette (?). To permit burette readings in rapid successions 

(at constant pressure) the manometer was equipped with sealed-in electrical 

contacts (6) and these were connected to the relay winding (R) as shown 

in Fig. 4a 

A water jaeket (8} placed around the burette prevented excessive 

changes of gas volwnes due to variations in the room temperature. The 

water temperature was controlled by the insf:!rted thermometer (9) and the 

rate of water flow was regulated accordingly. A high resistance thin wire 

(10) was vacuum sealed into the burette with the intention of continuously 

recording the movement ot mercury column on the basis of resistance changes. 

Fig. 4b shows the electrical circuit diagram designed for this purpose, 



(a) 

P. 
0-10 .tl. 

(b) 

s 

M 

B 
6.3V 



where (R) represents the high-resistance Nichrome wire (10), (I) the 

indicator and recorder, and (P1) and (P2) are the parallel connected 

sensitizing potentiometers. A standard dry cell of 6.3V was ~ed as 

the current source. Since the direct readings taken from the gas

buretter with the accuracy of 0.25cc. of.oxygen displaced were more 

precise than those registered by the recorder (I), the present 

sensitizing circuit was inadequate. It should be replaced possibly 

by a Wheatstone bridge-type balancing arr~gament or some other 

controlling equipment. 

The whole assembly was evacuated by BALTZER'S oil diffusion 

pump {16) coupled with a rotary mechanical 'DUO-SEAL' pump (1?). To 
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obtain a better vacuum by hindering the uback-stream.ing'-' or hot vapour 

molecules of oil and by condensing the water vapour, the water-cooled 

trap (15) and a liquid-air trap (14) have been incorporated into the 

system. A standard McLeod gauge (12) "'as utilized f'or measuring vacuum. 

Pressures ranging from 6 x 10-? to 5 x 10-5 mm Hg could be achieved 

depending on the degassing time and type of_ oil used. Container (13) 

served as a: vacuum reservoir. 

Chemically pure, medical grade oxygen was used as environment 

for the oxidation studies and prepurified nitrogen for nitriding kirLetics. 

Before entering the system the gases were passed through the expansion 

trap and cold-trap (18) and through purifi·ers (19) containing silica-gel 

for removing moisture and (20) containing phosphorous pentoxide for 



removing the residual v1ater vapour. Since.: there is evidence in the 

literature, as alluded. to in Cha.Pter II, about the detrimental effects 

of hydrogen and water vapor on the kinetics and mechanism of zirconium 

oxidation these excessive precautions were j~~tiiied. The admitted 

oxygen or nitrogen was-· stored in cylinder (21) of such volume that 

it permitted the use oi the same gas for 4-5 experimental runs. 

Laboratory air, passi11g through dust remover (22) and moiature 

adsorber (25) containing magnesium perchlorate, exerted pressure on one 

side of tha U-tube (26) filled with vacuum oil. The pressure difference 

could be adjusted at will in two ways: either by the position of the 

mercury bubbler (23), which \"as covered with a cotton stopper to prevent 

the harmful particles of mercury from contaminating the surroundu1g, or 

by evacuating the right-hand side of the U-tube by the mechanical pump 

(36). Moisture-free ai~ enters the automatically operated mercury valve 

(27). In the case of a gap between the mercury level and the upper wire 

connection (6) as shown in Fig. 3 or Fig. 4a and for the position of 

the double pole-double throw switch (c)as in Fig. 4a , the solenoid (28) 

becomes energized and lifts plunger (29). Mercury in (27) levels up and 

~poses the porous plug (30) to air which when passing through it "breakB'• 

the vacuum in container (ll) and raises the mercury level in burette (?). 

Simultaneously the gap between the mercury column and the electrical 

contact is closed. The cycle repeats itself while the gas is being displaced 

by the oxidizing 2-irconium sample. To hinder "overshooting" of mercury in 

the _automatic pressure ntanometer a damping volume (31) was incorporated into 

the glass circuit. 



Part (32) of this apparatus was designed for the use of fine and 

short-time measurements. A drop of dibutyl phthalate (33) moves along 

thP. ea.libr~ted capillary tube (31~). The movement is brough about by 
. 

the decrease of pressure due to the adsorbed oxygen or nitrogen. On the 

other'side of the drop a constant pressure is maintained by manometer (5). 

The dibutyl phthalate drop is replaced from time to time from container 

(35) shown as detail A-A at the bottom of Fig. 3 The motion could 

be read to the accuracy of 1 mm which corresponds from the calibration 

data to 0.02 mg of gas displaced. 

An att.empt is not made to give exact descriptions of the separate 

parts or to delineate in detail. the operating instruction. Only a super-

ficial and approximate description of the operating procedures will be 

outlined in this section. 

After obtaining a suitable vacuum, approx. of 1 x 10-6 mm Hg, the 

furnace was positioned around the reaction cell. At this time the tempera

ture ~as 6° to l0°C aboYe the test temperature. The positive deviation 

from the testing temperature was maintained purposely in order to equalize 

the temperature distribution acrose the cell in the shortest time possible. 

During this period, which was about 8 min.J the final outgassing operation 

takes place by heating the walls of the oxidation vessel. When the tempera

ture decreased to the required value e.g. 850°C, 9.50°C etc., it was 

maintained at that value. 



The pressure in manometer (5) was adjusted to the desired value, 

e.g. in the present case to 400 mm Hg, by admitting the proper amount of 

mercury to the manometer with the aid of' stopcock (f) and (g) and mechanical 

pump (36). 'fhe mercury level in cylinder (?) was raised by admitting air. 

through the mercury valve (27) to previously evacuated container (11). 

After closing stopcocks (b), (d) and (e) oxygen or nitrogen was let in 

from bulb (21). To compensate for the known volume of the reaction cell an 

additional amount of gas was admitted. 

Since the mercury level in burette (?) may be initially below its 

non reference mark the mercury column could be raised either by admitting 

air from manifold (,38) or through valve (2?). It is obvious that the first 

alternative is not recommended because the air contains moisture which may 

effect the subsequent readings. To open the valve (27) while connections 

(6) are short-circuited the switch (a) in Fig. 4a has to be thrown to 

energize solenoid (28) and purified air may then pass the porous plug (30). 

When mercury has been brought close to the "0" reference mark, opening ot 

stopcock (b) eliminates the excess of pressure mentioned before and permits 

to take subsequent continuous readings. 

Where fine measurements are required, one can make use of part (}2). 

Closing stopcocks (b) and opening (a) and (c) puts it into operation. 

Reversing periodically the three-way stopcocks causes movement of the dibutyl 

phthalate drop back and forth providing again opportunity for taking continuous 

readings. 
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4,4 Gravimetric Apparatus and Procedure: 

The oxidation kinetics of zirconium in oxygen-water vapour environ-

ment were determined by using a gravimetric assembly containing a McBain 

type spiral spring balance •. 'fhe equipment used was very similar to that 

described by AKRAM and SHEl.TZER(lB). · Cathetometer measurements of spring 

elongation were reproducible to 0.15 mm and this corresponded to a reprodu-

ciblity of 0.5 mg for a specimen weighing 1.6-1.8 sm. In most caeee the 

thiclmess of specimens used was the same as. for volumetric measurements, 

i.e. 2.0 mm. 

For injecting water vapor· into the system, an attached bulb containing 

de-aerated distilled water was immersed in a bath maintained at the appropriate 

temperature. ay altering the temperature of the bath it was possible to 

change the concentration of water-vapour in the gaseous surrounding. 

The apparatus was capable of maintaining a residual pressure of 10-6 

mm Bg. Prior to admitting oxygen the specimens were subjected to vacuum of 

10-6 mm Hg. for a period of 12 hr. at room temperature. The furnace at the 

predetermined temperature of 850° or 950°C was then drawn over the reaction 

tube and oxygen admitted to a pressure of 400 mm Hg. The type of oxygen 

used and the purifying system were the same as already described for the 

volumetric measurements. 0 Temperatures were controlled to ± 2.5 c. 

4·, 5 Material and Preparations: 

Pure zirconium from the VAN ARKEL process was used in this investiga

tion. It was supplied in cold rolled and vacuum annealed condition b7 A.E.C.L, 
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the composition of the metal is recorded in Table 1 in the appendix. 

Samples for oxidation and nitriding tests, approx. 2 x 1 x 0.2 em. 

were prepared by wet-abrasion on 220, 320, 400 and 600-grit silicon-carbide 

. papers followed by final polishing on 8 and 1 ~ diamond laps and acetone 

washing and careful drying. The averages of three measurements of the 

sample size were taken as basic values for further calculations. Most 

sam~les were weighed before and after the oxidation or nitriding test. 

To prevent local excessive overheating at edges and hence possible 

structure changes, specimens for microscopic examinations were cut under 

an air-blast. For the same reason and in order to avoid a gap between the 

·~.tal and mounting material, whenever microscopic measurements of oxide 

thickness had to be taken, most samples were cold mounted in HYSOL self-

setting eppoxy resin and prepared for metallography by using methods 

advised by EVENS(60). Final polishing was performed on rotating wheels 

impregnated with 8-micron and 1-micron diamond dust, followed by vibrator 

polishing with gamma alumina-oxide solution. Whenever edge preservation 

was of importance, e.g. in oxide and nitride thickness determinations, the 

procedures outlined by CPREK(6l) were adopted. 

Measurements of the nitride thickness were made using a filar 

micrometer eyepiece on normal sections o:f' the polished specimens. 'l'o delineate 

distinctly the boundary between the mount and specimen, the nitrided surface 

was coated with dyed 'fEa.stman 910" adhesive diluted in "GA•lA" accelerator 

and allowed to harden for 2-4hr., and cold mounted afterwards. Dark-blue 

recorder ink was used as an dye. The zirconium-nitride although quite thin 
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covered the metal substrate uniformly; no appreciable edge or corner 

effects could be observed. The thickness of the alpha-phase was measured 

by projecting it on a metallographic glass-screen. 

Since zirconium possesses a hexagonal structure and anisotropic 

surfaces can be readily prepared, the polarized light renders a high degree 

of contrast between areas of different orientationsand thus delineates 

clearly the grain boundaries. Accordingly, it was expected that application 

of polarized light techniques would be suitable for examination of the metal 

and scale structures. 

X-ray determinations were made of scale constituents. To dissolve 

metal beneath the gray oxide, samples were subjected to the chemical etchant: 

45 ml H
2
o, 45 ml Hr-l0

3
(cone.} ·and about 10 ml HF (53) for 2-4 hr, and 

rinsed in distilled water afterwards. The residue was ground to powder and 

prepared for X-ray examination by conventional techniques. \i.hite oxide or 

nitride powders were obtained by scratching the surface of heavily scaled 

samples. 

In order to determine the nitrogen concentrations in nitrided 

zirconium specimens, hardness profile·. in the metal substrate beneath the 

nitride layer was determined with a Reichert microhardness indentor using 

the standard 124° diamond under a 30 gm load. 



CHAPTER V 

Reaction of Oxygen with Zirconium, Results 

5,1 Introduction 

Results of oxidation tests from volumetric measurements at 850° 

and 950°C will be present~d in conjunction with static weight-gain deter-

minations, metallographic observations and microscopic measurements. All 

values of oxygen uptake are expressed as weight gains of specimens, 

2 mg.O/cm • 

In one set of experiments, the temperature 850°C was chosen because 

our aim was not only to test the applicability or equations (29) and (35) 

to th.e oxidation kinetics of alpha zirconium but also to reach the "breakaway 

point" in the shortest possible time. Reasons forchoosing the temperature 

950°C for the second set of eAjperiments were twofold: to show the applicability 

of equation (61) to the oxidation kinetics of beta zirconium and to minimize 

the time to the "breakaway point" for a better definition of the expected 

deviations in the kinetic curves. Also, verification of equations (50) and 

(59) could be gained. 

The upper range of this test temperature was limited by the reluctance 

to allow· the formation of the tetragonal modification of ~r02• Although 

the zirconium-oxygen equilibrium phase diagram by HANSEN(5?) shows that the 
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transformation occurs at approximately 1000°0, DIETZEL and TOBER(66) report 

that the monoclinic structure prevails up to 950°C only. GELLER and 

YAVORSKY(6?) mention that the transformation takes place in the range from 

98}0 to 1039°C, and MURRAY and ~ISON(68>, who made a thorough study of 

the transformation under constant-heating-rate conditions by means of 

differential thermal analysis and by a dilat~etric method, extend the 

0 8 0 0 possible range of transition to 950 - .50 C on cooling and from UOO -

0 . 1190 C for the case of the forward transformation. 

5,2 Oxidation Measurements at 85Q°C; 

Fig, 5 shows the oxidation•time relationship. The plot of oxygen 

uptake in mg 2 per unit area in em vs. square root of time , hre~2 

is a straight line indicating that oxidation·behaves parabolically within 

the experimental time. The oxide was dark grey and no wh~te coloration could 

be seen on the surface and edges or corners ot the sample. Similarly, Fig. 6 

gives evidence of parabolic oxidation up to approximatel1 160 and 300 hr; 

thereafter a not well defined deviation t.rom the parabolic relation occurs 

and the oxidation rate somewhat increases. 

Since it was possible that plaetic deformation of the metal might 

have an effect on the oxidation ldneties,asa.mple designated as ":run IV'l' was 

normally prepared and bent to approx. 30°. From the graP. it may be seen 

that this degree of plastic deformation did not have a pronounced influence 
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on. the oxidation rate. Both specimens from the above two tests exhibited 

some white oXide on edges and corners. 

Fig. ? represents oxidation data for samples with thicknessess 

approx. half of those normally used, i.e. 1 mm. From the oxygen penetration 

curve one would expect that if white oxide formation is a function of oxygen 

concentration in the metal, then the time interval to the "breakaway point 11 

should be shorter for samples with smaller thicknesses. Indeed, it is 

evident from this graph that deviation from the parabolic relationship starts 

at about 120 hr, which is approx. 0.5 of the time required for regular 

samples, viz, Fig. 6 • White oxide formation on edges of these samples 

could be well distinguished. 

Table 2 in the appendix summarizes the experimental conditions under 

which each sample was tested together with calculated equations tor the 

continuous curves, These equations were .computed by the "least squares" 

method. 

5.3 
' 0 

Qxidation Measurements at 950 C: 

For clarity of presentation, the oxidation data are presented in 

an arrangement based upon the visual surface properties of the oxidized 

specimens. Fig. 8 represents the topography of oxidiZed samples. 

Baaed on rlsual appearance they have been divided into thi-ee groups. The 

Roman numbers correspond to the test number and the Arabic numbers indicate 

time , hra ) for which the sample was oxiclized. fhe upper row shows the 
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Fig. 8 Topography of oxid'zed Zirconium samples, at 950°C. Magnif' at'on 2 1/2~ 



formation of thick white oxide scale, those in the middle illustrate the 

example of transition from gray to white oxide, and those at the bottom 

exemplify the surface appearance of samples covered with gray oxide only. 

Fig. 9 shows the plot of oxygen uptake vs. time for specimens 

dinplayed in the upper row or Fig. 8 and undergoing breakaway oxidation. 
I 

Here, the parabolic relationship is followed by a linear dependence. This 

beha,riour was found trthen samples were pre-annealed prior to oxidation in a 

-4 
vacuum of 5 x 10 mm Hg. 

Figs. 10 and 11 represent data for the trans.Hion state. The 

dashed l~es represent interpolated para~olic relations calculated by the 

"lt?ast squares" method. From these graphical representations and from those 

at 850°0, it can be postulated t~at deviation from strict~y parabolic oxidation 

commences whenever white oxide begins to appear. Furthermore, the formation 

of this oxide was found on specimens pre-annealed prior to oxidation in a 

residual vacuum of 10-5 mm Hs, rlz. Table 2. The above findings imply that 

degassing (vacuum) of a system prior to oxidation must be· controllad precisely. 

The results trom volumetric measurements, under the restricted 

experimental condi tiona for annealing at 10-6 mm Hg pri~r to oxidation are 

given in Figs. 12 and 13 • During oxidation exposures to 100 hr, only 

minute amounts of white oxide formed on edges and corners of these samples. 

This can be seen from the maarographs in Fig. 8 

Table 2 in the appendix summarizes the test condi tiona and some of 

the values calculated from data obtained at 95oPc. 
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5, L Static, Gravimetric Me;.tSurements: 

In the series of oxidation tests at 950°C each sample was weighed 

before and after oxidation. The weight gain (Am) per unit area, A, vs. w 

time has been plotted in Fig. 14 • To a good approximation the parabolic 

oxidation relationship is obeyed and after the initial period of deviation 

the curve satisfies the equation: (Am),/A = (4.43 ! 0.2?) x 10-~ {t g{)/cm
2

, 

for time, t, expressed in seconds. Within the experimental reprodueibility 

these results agree with those from the volumetric method. The values from 

the gravimetric determinations are given in Table 3 in the appendix. 

5.1 Microsco1ic Measurements and Metallol£aphY: 

The results in this section and the metallographic premises are 

pertinent to measurements and observations at room temperature on the oxide 

scales and zirconium-QxJgen solid solution phases formed at the oxidation 

temperatures of 850° and 950°C. 

According to HAYES and KAUFMANN( 69) the perite~ic beta-zirconium 

phase cannot be retained at room temperature even by quenching. It seems 

reasonable to adopt an alternative nomenclature for the resulting beta

phase. We shall call this new phase the t•transformed beta", which in appear-

ance resembles a serrated~like alpha-phase. The author does not wish to 

speculate whether the zirconium-oxygen solid solution (approx. 2•7 at.% of 

oxygen) transforms to the new phase by a martensitic process or whether 

the resulting "transformed beta" phase forms by nucleation and growth. 
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Fig. 15 showa the thickness measurements or the oxide scale 

as a function of time for exposures to approximately 300 hrs at 850°C. 

Also, results from three other investigations ( 33• 34• ?0) are includ.ed in 

thia·figure. The growth or scale obeys a parabolic relationship and the 

parabolic constant is recorded in Table 5. l4icroscopic examination of the 

scale showed it to be compact and of unifonn thickness. 

Fig. 16 shows the growth of oxide with time, at 950°C. The 

topography of these specimens was shown in the bottom row of' Fig •. 8 ' 
where the Arabic nwnbers (i.e. time in hrs) correspond to· the letters (a-g) 

in an increasing order. It can be seen from these pictures that voids 

develop in the oxide layer. These voids tend to hinder the oxidation of 

the underlying metal. A tentative explanation of their formation and their 

influence on corrosion rate vill be discussed later. The faint visible lines. 

in the metal substrate are cracks. Whether they form on cooling or ~ 

the oxidation test has not been established explicitly. 

Fig. 17 shows Ute alpha metal-oxygen solid solution layer over-

lying the beta-metal phase here shown as "transformed beta", after an oxidation 

0 exposure at 950 C. It is apparent from this photomicrograph that the thickness 

of the alpha-phase may be readily measured. 

The thickness measurements of the oxide layers depicted in Fig. 16 

and the thickness of the alpha-zirconium phase together with the sum of both 

values have been plotted in Fig. 18 • These parameters are also tabulated 

in Table 4 • in the appendix,. In Fig. 19 a plot is shown of the thickness 

ratio of the alpha and oxide layer. After approximately 30 hrs this ratio 

attains a constant value. 
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Fig. 6 Growth of Zirconium dioxide with time, at 950°C. Magnification 250x. 



Fig~ 17 Boundary between alpha-metal-oxygen solid solution 
and transformed beta-zirconium (lower part) . Oblique 
illumination. xl50. Magnif·cation of reproduction 
l,lx. 
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Fis. 20 represents pictureA taken under polarized light conditions 

at the University of Toronto by courtesy of Dr. W. C .. Winegard. Pic:tures 

(a) and (b) show the cross sections of gray oxide and match with pictures 

(d) and (c) in Fig. 16 respectively, which were taken under bribht-light 

illumination. Pictures (e), (d) and (e) represent what was called the 

"tranai.tion" state and correspond to speci.rnen..c; shmm in the middle ro\-7 of 

Fig. 8 , in a proper sequence. Here the formation of double oxide scale 

is apparent. Finally, picture (f) shows the edge effect and the formation 

of white oxide on the expense of gray oxide is clearly evident. 

2·fi x~rny neterminations: 

Debye-Scherrer photographs of gray and white oxide obtained by 

employing nickel filtered copper radiation for exposures of approx. 26 hrs. 

are shown in Fig. 21 • Both oxides exhibit monoclinic structuretand the 

same plane spacings (d), within the experimental error. 

·Some of.the values obtained are given in Table 6,· (appendix}. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Fig. 20 Cross section of Zirconium samples oxidized at 950°C. Polarized light 
00 x. 
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( a ) ( b ) 

Fig. 21 X-Ray pow er photographs of Zirconium Dioxide. Straumani method. 
F·lte ed Cu radiation era d·a. - 10.4 em. 
(a) G ay oxide. Corresponds to ~ampl XVIII, 76 h • 
(h) White oxjd • Corresponds to ample VII, 12 h • 



CH.AP'rER VI 

Reagtion of Ni tropn vi th Zirconium. Results 

6.1 Static, Gravimetric Measurements at 75Q0 
- 1000°C: 

The zirconium-nitrogen reaction has not attracted the interest of 

many investigators. Although data available in the literature describing 

the kinetics of ni triding are limited, those published agree that the 

reaction obeys a parabolic relationship. Since the Pilling-Bedworth ratio 

for zirconium nitride (1.05) is more favorable than that for zirconium 

dioxide, it was decided to investigate this system more ~rously with 

respect to the application of' ·the previously derived diffusion equations. 

Fig. 22 represents the weight-,gain vs. time relationship expressed 

by eq~ations calculated by the "least squares" method. The values for these 

equations are recorded in Table 7. A plot of weight-gain as a function of 

0 temperature, K, is shown also. The dashed lines were obtained from 

extrapolations of the appropriate rate equations. The parabolic nitriding 

rates demonstrate that the reaction is probably a diffusion controlled process. 

All samples for the nitriding tesiS were prepared by the same 

procedures as already described for the zirconium-oxygen reaction. Values 

of the gravimetric results together with the final results from continuous 

volumetric measurements are listed in Table 8. 
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8 0 0 6.2 Volumetric measurements at 50 and 950 C: 

Fig. 23 shows the nitriding rates at 850° and 950°C rrom 

continuous volumetric measurements. To dupl1oate the rep~oducibility 

three nitriding runs were performed at 9.50°C. The small deviations tor 

runs at 950°C is within the accuracy of the technique. Comparison of 

these determinations with those of Fig. 22 sh~s that both types of 

measurements give the same results to a ,good approximation. The appropriate 

values for the parabolic equation at each temperature are recorded in 

Table 7. 

6.3 Microscopic apd Metallographic Examinations: 

Fig. 24 shows the obtained values for the thicknesses of nitride 

and alpha•phase and Fig. 25 is a. plot of the sum and ratio of these 

thicknesses. Table 9, in the appendix lists the values used and Table 10 

gives the equations of the curves. 

Fig. 26 demonstrates the metallography of nitrided zirconium samples. 

Picture 26a shows the topography ot typical ZrN t whic:h under DDrmal visual 

inspection appears goldish in colour. Picture 26b is the normal cross 

section of the nitride layer. It will be noted that in this case we do not 

find voids • which were typical for the oxygen-zirconium system, Fig. 16 • 

Picture 26c represents the alpha-beta interface. T.his picture has been 

taken under oblique illumination purposely, in order to reveal distinctively 

the boundary between the two phases and under low magnification in order to 

show the smoothness of this boundary over larger distances. 
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(a.) 

(b.) 

(c.) 

Fi _ 26 Metallography of Nitrided Zirconium· cooled f o 950°C . 
(a) Topography of zirconium nitride. lOOx. Re roduction 2x. 
(b) Zirconium nitr·de f·lm and underlaying al ha . 400x 
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( c ) A Pha-beta (lower part) interface. 250x_ Obl ique illuminat·on 



61 4 Microhal'drlesa Measurements: 

To calculate the uptak~ of nitrogen by the metal, it follows from 

equation (Jl) that one has to know the value for diffueivity, D1 , o£ 

nitrogen in alpha-zirconium. A review of the Uterature reveals that this 

value has not been published i the only value reported ie that ot · SAMSONOV{ ?l) 

for diff'u.sion of nitrogen into alpha-zirconium powder compacts.. This 

author reports n1 ~ 7.4? x 10-5 exp (-1000/T) for the r&nJe of 500° - 600°C. 

The density of a compact was only99-6% of the theoretical value; .-l' abv!ously ' 

such data for D1 cannot be very reliable. It was .decided, therefore, to 

determine the diffusivity by the available techniques. 

The microhardness method is a commonly empil.oyed technique ( 72). 

'fhe depth of the microprint depends on concentration and usual17 the micro

hardness of pure metal is smaller than that of a solid solution 1n which 

the metal serves as a base and increases with increasing concentration of 

the dissolved substance. It is most convenient to use this method at low 

concentrations. 

T.ERC0(73) has shown that the hardness of zirconium is yery sensitive 

to small amounts of oxygen, whUe GEBHARDT ~d SmHEZZI(7.lt) round a large 

and linear dependence between the microhardnese ot tantalum solid solution 

and the concentration of nitrogen, for the range of 0.0 • 2.6 at • N~ 

From relationship: 

{62) 



it is possible to evaluate the value tor D1 providing that the variation 

of hardness, B , vs. concentration J C(x) J of nitrogen is known. This 

we do not know, except for the initial nitrogen content, C • However, we 
0 

can gain information from the values of H's resulting from extrapolation of 

hardness curves to the alpha-beta interfaces and from the measured surface 

hardnesses for samples nitrided at different temperatures, because the 

equilibrium concentrations at these boundaries are given by the nitrogen

zirconium phase diagram e.g. by DOMAGALA and McPHERSON(?5) or HANSD(57). 

Fig. 27 and 28 show a direct plot of hardness (D.P.N.) vs. 

distance J x J into a sample from the nitride-alpha zirconium interface, for 

different nitriding times and temperatures. .Each value plotted .::re:presents 

the average ot three readings taken from the same indentation. The dashed 

vertical lines in Fig. 28 represent positions of the alpha-beta boundar1 

and were drawn on-the basis of microscopic obsenation, s.ee Table 9. 

Equation (62) implies that the concentration gradients for different 

times become coincident on a normalized graph of C(x) vs. x/ rt' . If the 

concentration of nitrogen in the metal is proportional to its hardness a test 

may be made of th~e relationship by plotting: H(x) vs. x/ {t. Figs. 29 

and 30 show this ttst at different temperatures. It is apparent from these 

tests that the above relationship is valid within the accuracy in measuring 

hardness as a !Qnction of the identation size. 

As illustrated by the plot in Fig. 31 , there is a linear relationship 

betwe·en hardness and nitrogen concentration in the metal •. Assuming thie 

relationship betweea hardness and nitrogen concentration, equation (62) may be 
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plotted as (H(x) - H )/H(O) - B vs. x/ ft. The linear plot of a hardness 
0 0 

gradient should pass through the mid-point at x/VT = O, and at a given 

temperature the hardness gradients should become coincident on probability 

paper irrespee ti ve of ni triding time. Figs. 32 to 38 show such plots. 

If the linear correlation is properly fitted to the experimental 

data then only one reading of (H(x) - H
0

)/a(O) - B
0 

for any chosen value 

of x/ Vt is necessary to solve, 

(63) 

directly for D1 , at a given temperature.. An alternative method is to take 

slopes tor each experimental value to obtain the individual Dx's by Virtue 

of equation (63), and take the average as the reliable value for diffusion 

ot nitrogen into alpha zil"conium, at a fixed temperature. The diff'u.eion 

constants caiculated in this way are summarized in Table 11 in the appendix. 

Having obtained D1 = f(T) we make use of the Arrhenius relation to 

obtain an expression for the diffusion constant. This relationship is shown 

in Fig. 39 • Utilizing the 11lea.st squares" method, the- diffusion conatont 
0 0 ' 2 

in the temperature range 750 - 1000 C may be expressed as: - ~1(cm /sec) = 

0,15 exp [ ( -54100 :.t. 2000)/RT}. 

6. 5 · X-ra.y Detsrminations: 

So far, it was assumed tentatively that the nitride formed during th~ 

nitrogen-zirconium reaction corresponded to the chemical tomula: ZrN. The 

orJl.y justification for this premise was the golden-yellow colour ot the surface 
\ 
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film formed. This is in agreement with observations of DRAVN!EKS( 44) and 

MALLETT et al. <45). However, ELINSON and PE'l'Rov< 76> report that the scale 

on zirconium is composed of' the following nitrates: ZrO( No
3

) 2 • 2H20, 

Zr
2
o
3

<N0
3

) 2 • .5H2o and Zr(N0
3

) 4 • 5 H2o when the metal is exposed to nitrogen 

atmospheres. The contents of oxidizine impurities in the atmospheres were 

not reported. 

X-ray analyses illustrated by the powder pattern in Fig. 4o shows 

that the yellow-film formed upon heating zirconium in nitrogen is ZrN 

(f.c,c.; a
0 

= 4.56i} thus verifying the a priori assumption. Some of the 

data resulting from structure determinations are given in Table 12 of the 

appendix. Accordinilf.,the results reported by ELINSON and PETROV for formation 

of nitrates upon scaling of zirconium in nitrogen atmospheres must be 

associated with the unknown contents ot oxidizing impurities. 
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Fig. 40 X-Ray powder patterns of Zircon·um Nit ide. Nickel filter d 
Cu radiation. Straumanis method; Camera d'a. 10.4 em. 
Sample nit ·ded for 72 hr. at 950°C. 



CHAPTER VII 

Reaction of Zirconium with Gas Atmospheres~ Results 

The combined presence of oxygen and nitrogen gave weight gain vs. 

time eurves as shown in Figs .. 4la,b , for several atmospheres. The run 

in air has been included for comparison. During isothermal runs in nitrogen-

oxygen environments or in air, zirconium followed approximately a paraboli~ 

rate until time was reached after which a very rapid rate set in. Hereafter 

the point of change of rates will be called the "breakaway" or "transition" 

point. 

Since runs in pure oxygen and pure nitrogen exhibited no increase 

in the scaling rate during exposures of 100 hours, these experiments established 

that the simultaneous presence of the two gases caused breakaway, even if 

present in small amounts. Also, it is observed that small additions of either 

gas increase the scaling rate constant, (approx:. k ) , when COftlpared with 
p 

the values of k • a for reaction in pure oxygen or nitrogen. The dashed lines p 

indicate approximately the weight ehanges accompanying the post-transition 

period. To fix accurately the breakaway point would re~uire continuous self• 

recording equipment. The numerical equations for the parabolic range of 

curves represented in Fig. 4la,b are summarized in Table 13 of the appendix. 
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Fig. 4lb. Reaction Rates of Zirconium in Oxygen-Nitrogen Atmospheres at 850°C. 



The times at which the increase in scaling rate occurred have been -

plotted as a function of nitrogen mole fraction in Fig. 42 • !he strong 

dependence of atmosphere composition on the deviation time is readily apparent 

particularly at low concentrations of either gas where the time required 

for the upswing increased appreciably. 

It will be noted that the deviation times for air and the oxygen-

nitrogen atmosphere do not coincide; the breakaway point in air occurs after 

longer time. The reason for this behaviour is not clear. The fact that the 

oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere consisted of pure, dry gases as contrasted to-air 

containing moisture does not afford an explanation for the difference in 

time deviation to the transition point. Moisture has been reported to accelerate 

the scaling rate of zirconium in air, by HAYES and ROBERSON(??). 

Scaling in atmospheres of various oxygen-nitrogen compositions produced 

microstructures essentially similar to those observed in air. A series of 

typical structures obtained for specimens past the onset of the rapid scaling 

rate is shown in Fig. 43 • An example of the surface appearance is provided 

by Fig. 43a , where both white and gray oxides coexist. The microstructures 

reveal three distinct regions: 1. the alpha-zirconium core, 2. a fine filigree 

of a yellow phase close or at the scale-metal interface, and 3. the-scale. 

Before the appearance of the white scale. the scale was gray and compact. 

However, after the advent of the white scale a number of fissures were observed 

almost parallel to the sealing surface. 

It is evident from these photographs (especially Fig. 43c) that both 

white and gray scale have the same colour when viewed under a microscope_with 
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F·g. 43 Microstructures of Scale and Zirconium Metal, after cooling from 850°C. 
a. Topogra by, scaled in oxy en-nitrogen atmosphere. 3x. 
b. C oss-section, scaled in oxygen-nitrogen atmos here. 250x. Heavily 

scaled section. 
c Scaled in air, 250x. 
d. Scaled in air, 250x. Quenched in liquid nitrogen. 
(1) Alpha-Zirconium Solid Solution 
(2) Yellow phase filigree 
(3) Scale· A-white, B-gray 
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bright light illumination. Due to multiple reflection, there is a difference 

in colours under polarized light. The white scale is cracked. These cracks 

are perpendicular to the scaling surface and terminate at the junction between 

the gray and white scales as shown in Fig. 43b,c 

An attempt was made to identify the yellow phase at the metal-scale 

interface. Powder filed from selected areas of samples exhibiting the presence 

of this phase was analysed by X-ray techniques. The only diffraction lines 

found were those of zirconium dioxide. To investigate the solubility of 

nitrogen in zirconium dioxide, 11.12 gm of this oxide from Fisher Scientific 

Co. Ltd. was reacted with nitrogen at 850°C for 66 hrs. in a static atmosphere. 

The weight loss was about 30 ~g and the colour of zirconium dioxide changed 

from white to grayish. 

?. 2 \-later Vapour-O&gen A.tmo.spb.ee_es: 

To investigate the influence of water as a gaseous impurity on the 

- 0 
breakaway behaviour, several specimens were oxidized at 9.50 C iD oxygen 

contaminated with water vapour fr~ a source maintained at 2rfJc. The vapour 

pressure of water at this temperature is 23.8 mm. Hg. The extremely rapid 

reac;:t~on rate is shown by the kinetic data reported in curve 2, tig. 44 • 

For comparison curve 1 (one of seven runs) shows the oxidation kinetics for 

specimens reacted in pure oxygen, which followed a parabolic rate equation 

for periods up to 96 hrs. Since the reaction rate was extremely rapid with 

this amount of water vapour at 950°0, additional experiments were perf~ 

at 8.50°C. A specimen was oxidiz~ for 50 hr. in oxygen and water vapour was 
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then admitted to the reaction tube from a souree maintained at 5°C. The 

vapour pressure of water at this temperature is 6.5 mm. Hg. The rate or 

reaction is given by curve 2 in Fig. 45 The breakaway occurred after . 

80 hr. Again, curve 1 represents the kinetic behaviour for zirconium 

oxidized in pure oxygen. 

Metallographic examinations revealed that massive amounts of 

. porous oxide were form-ed due to more :pronounced deviations from parabolic 

behaviour when specimens were exposed in oxygen atmospheres containing 

water vapour. This is demonstrated by Fig. Lt() Fig. ~6a is a cross 

section or a specimen which was covered. with areas of thick white oxide 

scale. Microscopic observations disclosed also that, in some places fingers 

or oxide penetrated into the metal, Fig. 46b whilst in others the oxide 

scale penetration was in the form shown in Fig. 46c There was no evidence 

for presence of an additional hydride phase in the scale or at the oxide/ 

metal interface. The two types of porous scales distinguished from these 

experiments, were similar to growths reported by PEMSLER(?S). In the first 

case cracks in the oxide and metal essentially perpendicular to the surface 

resulted in the formation of oxide fingers. On the other hand, cracks 

essentially parallel to the scale-metal interface caused the formation of the 

broader hemispherical penetration of oxide. It was impos"sibl6- to· uteNine 

for these latter growths, the role or water vapour in the reaction mechanism 

and whether the cracks wer-e initiated in the oxide or metal. In specime• 

cooled from 850°0 precipitated zirconium hydride needles were observed in 

the central regions of the samples, showing that hydrogen diffuse4 into the 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

Fig. 46 Metallography of Zirconium Specimens Oxidized in Oxygen-Water Vapor 
Atmospheres. 
a. Oxidized at 950°C, showing the massive oxide scale formed. 

Curve 2 of F'g. 44 (x40). 
b. Oxidized at 850°C, shows fingers of oxide penetrating the metal. 

Curve 2 of Fig. 45 (xl50). 
c. Oxidized at 850°C, shows a defect produced in the oxygen rich 

surface layer. (xl50, polarized light). 
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metal during oxidation in oxygen-~r1ater vapour mixtures. The observed 

zirconium hydride needles were similar in appearance to tho~e reported 

by EVANS( 60) for a Zircal~y-2 corroded in water at 300°C. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Discussion 

8,1 Kinetics of Zirconium..Oxzgen and Zirconium-Nitrogen Reactions: 

8,1,1 Two-Phase Oxidation (8S0°C): 

The volumetric determinations of the oxidation kinetics at 850°C 

obeyed a parabolic relationship for exposures extending to several hundred 

hours as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 • It is possible to demonstrate that 

this behaviour is consistent with the diffusion model for two solid phases. 

The measurements of oxide thickness were also consistent with the 

parabolic growth rate for exposures as long as 200 hrs. This agreement is 

shown in Fig. 15 where the present results in conjunction with those 

·ot other investigators have been plotted in form of a parabolic relationship. 

From here, it follows that the parabolic rate constant for oxide growth 

is: 

cm/sec.l/2 (64). 

1'he densities of zirconium and zirconium dioxide are 6.5 and 5.83 g/cm3 

respectively; and the concentrations of oxygen in zirconium dioxide and in 

the metal saturated with oxygen are 25.3 and 6.75 wt. 'respectively. Conseque-

ntly, the concentrations of oxygen at the oxide-metal interface are: 

I II 3 C11 = 1.4? and c1 = 0.43.9 gO./em • Substituting these values, together With 

the value of equation (64) into equation (30) one obtains: 

(kp)oxide = 0.666 x 10•5 g0./cm2sec1/ 2 (65). 

- 107-
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The parabolic constant for oxygen solution in the metal can also 

be evaluated. Taking the average value for diffusivity of oxygen in alpha- · 

zirconium from foUr investigators(33,34,3S,36) as D1 = (?.9! 3.5) x l0-10cm2/eec, 

B1 can be calculated from equation (2?) and is: 

-4 BI • 0.439 - 9.1 x 10 /1 - erf 0.114 = 0.503 (66) 

where: 9.1 x 10-4 gfJ/cm3 ie the initial oxygen concentration, C
0

, of the 

as-received metal. Consequently, we can evaluate from equation (Jl): 

(k ) tal = (1.47 + 0.2) x 10-5 ~;cm2 sec1/ 2 
p me - e- (6?). 

The values of equations (65) and (6?) may be substituted into· equation 

(32) to give the total uptake or oxygen: 

(Am) ( 4 ) -5 l./2 ,J 2 T total= 2.1 !. 0.3 x 10 · t gO,cm (68). 

As illustrated in Table 2 this. value is in good agreement with the experimental 

evaluation of the parabolic rate constant at 850°C: 

Another way of calculating the total oxygen uptake is by means of the 

integral model., Here, the value of (k ) . : id remains the same as be :tore by P ox e 

virtue of equation (36). For (k ) tal we have f'rom equation (3?): p me 
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and combi.nin.a it with equation (65): 

Am -5 1/2 2 (T)total = (2.24 !. 0.2) x 10 . t gO/em 

Again, this is in tair agreement with the experimental data. 

We may th•retore conclude that the oxidation kinetics of zirconium 

at 850°C tor exposures of several hundred hours may be correlated with the 

diffusion model for growth of the oxide scale and concurrent solution of 

OX,Jgen in the metal. Oxygen dissolution in zirconium accounts for a large 

portion of oxygen consumed during the oxidation process. · From the ratio 

of equations (6?) or (69) to equations (68) or (?O) respectively. the traction 

of 68.6 - ?O.~ was calculated for oxygen dissolved in the metal. 

The uptake of oxygen per unit area vs. time obeyed a parabolic relation

ship for exposures up to 100 hr at 950°C as shown in FigS. 12 and , 13 • 

There are sufficient data for the diffusivitiea of oxygen in the lilpha 

and beta phases of zirconium and for oxygen saturation limits at the interfaces 

to allow us to evaluate by rmee&· of equations (50) and (57) the overall parabolic 

oxidation constant from the known growth rates of the oxide and alpha phases. 

The ditfusivity of oxyge~ in alpha·zirconium at the temperature concerned has 

been reported by PEMSLER(36), DAVIS et al (?9), and by KEARNS and CHIRICOS(35). 

The average value of these three investigations, D1 = (4.5 ! 1._8) x 10-9 crz;a/sec, 

will be employed in tb1a calculation. For the value of oxygen diffusivity in 

beta-zirconium we shall use D
0 

= (l~.2 ! 2.6) x 10-? cm2/sec, the only reported 



value for di£fusivity of oxygen in the beta phase of Zircaloy•2. by 

MALLETT et ~1.<37>. 
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The density of beta-zirconium can be calculated from the lattice 

parameter of the b.e.c. strueture by means o:f' equation: 

(?1) 

where: 

d - density of beta-zirconium 

M - ~lecular weight 

NA - Avogadro number 

a = 3.62 i - lattic param~ter of beta-zirconium( 46) 

Taking the concentrations of oxygen at appropriate interfaces from the oxygen

zirconiwa equilibrium phase diagram by GEBHARDT et al (SO) as 1.3 and 0.18 wt.-
I II 3 we can evaluate CI = 0.0554 and C

0 
= 0.0114 gO/em • 

As a first consideration the total oxygen uptake will be evaluated 

from expressions arising from the differential model, viz. section 3.3. 

For oxide growth, equation (52): 

(kp)oxide = (0.582! 0.06) x 10-5 g0/cm2 secl/2 (?2), 

,.,here: 
2:y t Vf5J.1 = 0.57 x 10-S cm/sec1/ 2 from plot in Fig. 

ci1equal 1.45 and 0.439 gO/cm3 respectively,from HANSEN(S?). 

By means o£ equation (38), for the condition x = £ , the constant 

· Bz = 0.438/1 - err (0.285/6.?1} = 0.460 (?3). 
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In order to evaluate the parabolic rate constant, (kp) alpha, we require 

the value of y,yn1 • This can be obtained from th• slope-intercept 

equation from Fig. 18: 

(?4). 

Consequently, the parabolic rate of oxygen dissolution in the alpha-zirconium 

phase in terms of equation (53) is: 

(~)alpha = (3.61 .t 1.32) x 10-5 l!/)/cm2secl/2 · (?5) 

2 where the value of (yi) = 1.696 as obtained from equation (?4) has been 

employed. 

X = f, 

Finally, we calculate the value of B , from equation (39) for 
0 

:a = 0.0105/1 -err (8.73/64.8) = 0.0124 
0 

(?6). 

For the rate of oxygen dissolution in beta•zirconium from equation (54) one 

obtains: 

(??). 

Therefore, the total oxygen uptake during oxidation of zirconium at 

950°C from equation (51) is: 

(~) = (5 08 + 2 0) x 10~.5 · tl/Z ...n 'cm2 A total • - • cvt· (?8). 

This value is to be compared with the experimental value of: 

(?9) 
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taken as an average of seven determinations; see Table 2 in the appendix. 

Within the accuracies of the determinations, the evaluations are in agreement 

and offer support for the interpretation of the oxidation kinetics by the 

assumed diffusion model. It should be remembered that the employed value 

for diftusivity of oxygen in beta-zirconium, D
0

, was that given tor beta

Zircaloy-2. 

As a second consideration, the total uptake of;®qgen will be 

evaluated·in terms of equations arising from the integral m~el, section 3.4. 

By virtue of equation (58) the value for (kp) oxide remains the same as that 

given above. Similarly, the constants B1 and B
0 

remain \Ulchanged, For 

(k ) 
1 

h we have from equation (59): papa 

(a__) ( ) -( 6 ) -5 2 1/2 (80 
A vt-.. alpha. = . kp alpha = 3.1 !. o. 65 x 10 gO/em sec ) 

and from equation ( 60) : 

<~Wbeta = (kp)beta = (0.87 t 0,66) x 10-5 gO/crl-eecl/2. (81), 

Combining equations (?2), (80) and (81) one obtains for the total amount of 

oxygen: 

( ~m) ( 4 6 ) -5 l/2 2 T total = • 2 .± o. 2 x 10 t gO/em (82) 

which is in good agreement with the experimental data. 

It is interesting t~ note thatt 

~')alpha+ (~)beta] I ~>'total = (3.16 + 0.8?)/ 4.62 "0.8? (83). 
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Consequently, oxygen solution in the metal accounted £or the larger po~tion 

of consumed oxygen, 68% of it being confined to stabilization and growth . 

of the alpha solid solution layer. Since the oxygen distribution among the 

oxide, alpha and beta phases is in the ratio 12.6: 68.5: 18.9, equation (?9) 

may be employed to calculate the weight} W 1 of zirconium dioxide formed 

per unit area: 

(*)ZrO = (2.28 ! 0.1) x 10•5 tl/2 
gZrO/cm2 

. 2 
(84) 

with the assumption that stoichiometric oxide is formed only. 

Although diffusion accounts for the oxidation kinetics. several anomalies 

were evident which indicate that the diffusion model only provides a partial 

Wlderstanding of the reaction mechanism. The ratio of the thicknesses -of the 

diffusion layers according to this model should remain constant independent of 

time. As illustrated by the plot in Fig. 19 , this restriction is valid for 

long exposures, but during the initial period of oxidation the oxide scale is 

thicker than predicted. The factors accounting for this behaviour ld'e .not 

obvious as, also, those leading to the formation of small voids at the metal• 

oxide interface, as shown in Fig. 16 • 

As a elosing remark to this section it should be indicated that the 

gravimetric measurements from Fig. 14 give: 

(85). 

Within the experimental precision, this value shows good agreement with the 

value from volWDetrio measurements, viz. equation (79)~ 
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A direct comparison of the calculated. v~ues to tha experimental 

determinations is recorded in the follo~ing table: 

950 

TABLE I 

Comparison of Calculated apd Experimental Val¥es of ~ 

for Zirconium-Oxygen Reaction, 

Method of 

Determination 

Experimental,-
volwaetric. 

Eqn. (59) 

Eqn. (50) 

Experimental,-
volumetric 

Eqn. (35) 

Eqn. (29) 

(kp)total 

gO/ cm2secl/2 

(4.7 + 0.2) X 10-5 -
(4.62 ! 0.2) X 10•5 

(5.08 ! 2.0) X 10-5 

(2.02 ! 0.1) X 10-5 

-5 (2.24 ! 0.2) X 10 

(2.14 !.0.}) X 10•5 

(kp)expt. 

(kp)calculated 

-

0.93 

0.90 

0.94 

In a recent investigation, PEMSLER(Sl) oxidiz~ zirconium spheres of 

1.?4 em diameter to suppress the effect of edges on oxidation kinetics- By 

using calculations similar to those presented here he was able to show that 

' 0 0 0 oxygen solution in the metal at 840 , 910 .and 915 C complies with the diffusion 

controlled dissolution. Also, the rates of growths of oxide thicknesses at 

840° and 910°C conformed to the parabolic relationship after initial periods 

of more rapid growths. A remarkable deviation from this relationship was 
0 ' 

obtained at 9?5 C. This discrepancy was explained in terms of the crystallographic 

change of zirconium dioxide from a monoclinic to tetragonal structure as already 

alluded to in section 5.1. 
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The calculations for the zirconi~·nitrogen reactionfbllow the 

same pattern as already discussed for the zirconium-oxygen ·system and 

therefore there is no aeed to duplicate them. The final results obtained 

and the intermediate values involved are given here in a-tabulated form 

for the convenience of checking. We commence with the necessary values 
I 

of nitrogen concentrations at. the appropriate interfaces and in the metal. 

!be C's values correspond to the designations given by the diffusion model 

in Fig. 1 ! 

i'ABLE II 

. 
Nitrogen Concentrations Relevant to th! DiffU§19n Model§. 

1000 

9.50 

Nitrogen Concentration 

I ell = 48 at ~ = 12.42 wt.% 

II CI = 23 at ~ = 4.38 wt~% 

I c1 = 1.0 wt. % 

!I 
C = o. 0714 wt. ,; 

0 

c = 0.0001 wt. % 
0 

cii = 48.25 at % = 12.57 wtD% 

II c1 = 22.75 at~= ~.32 wt. % 

ci = o.a wt. % 

Nitrogen Concentration 

gN/em3 

ci.I = o.88o 

II c1 = 0.285 

I c1 = o.o65 

cii = o.00453 
0 

C = 0.635 X 10-5 
0 

I c11 = o.89 

II c1 = 0.281 

c~ = o.os2 

Reference 

HANSEN(5?) 

" 
DOMAGALA et al (S2) 

ft 

Analysis - see 
Table 1, appendix 

" 
DOMAGALA et al (S2) 
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TABLE II (Cont'd) 

0 
Temp. C Nitrogen Concentration Nitrogen concentration Reference 

gN/cm3 

II II DOMAGALA et al ( 82) C = 0.05 wt. % c =0.00318 
0 0 

c = as above c = as above Analysis 
0 0 

900 I ell = 48.75 at;= 12.76wt% c~1 = 0~905 BANSEN(5?) 

ci1 = 22.5 at % = 4.26 wt ; 
II c1 = 0.2.71 n 

ci 
I = 0.40 wt 1& cl 

I = 0.026 DOMAGALA et al (S2) 

II C~I a 0.0012? n C = 0.02 wt ~ 
0 

c = as above c = as above Aualysis 
0 0 

850 I CII = 49.0 at ~ = 12.85 wt % I c11 = 0.91 HANSEN(5?) 

ci1 = 22.25 at ~ = 4.21 wt ~ II c1 = 0 .. 274 " 
c = 0~0001 wt ,; c = 0.65 X 10•5 . Ana.ly'sia 

0 0 

800 I CII = 49.25 at ~ = 13.0 wt ~ 
I c11 = 0.92 HANSEN(5?) 

II CI = 22.0 at~ = 4.15 wt ~ II c1 = 0.27 ff 

c = as above c = as above Analysis 
0 0 

750 I c11 = 49.5 at S = 13.5 wt ~ I c11 = 0.956 HANSEN(57) 

II 
C1 = ~1.75 at~= 4.08 wt - cii e 0.268 " 
c = as above c = as above Analysis 

0 0 



s TABLE IU .. 
0 ~ Intermediate Values Obtained from the Diffusion Model for Zirconiym-Ritrogee Reaetign • 
8 .... , ___ J 

.... .. . .~ .. · 

.... ~ ~ G Temp. Yy Dl 2 (I OJ D B (y') y DII DI BI ~· n oc 0 0 

~ 2 cm/secl/2 1/2 ..... 
and Ref. em /sec em/sec """" s:: 

l ~ o.B32 x 10-7 0.835 X 10-5 4.67 X 10-3 -6 7.6 X 10.-ll c1' 1000 0.917 0.425 X 10 0.301 CD 

! p. 

a Fig. 24 (}8) ,..... C't Ret. (45) or 2.6 Fig. 25 eqn. {39) Fig. 39or 6~4 eqn. 
~ "' ...., ff" 

tr' 
0.5 X 10-? 0.588 X 10-5 3.26 :X 10-3 -6 8 -11· ..... $ 950 1.05 0.33 X 10 3.2 X 10 .0.301. 

~ ~ 
M .. 

(45) or eqn (}9) 24 Fig. 39 or: 6.4 (38) 1\ 0 Ref. 2.6 Fig. 25 Fig. eqn. 
..... 

..., 
n 

0.284 X 10-7 0.5 X 10•5 . 1.31 X 10-3 -6 1,.27 X 10-ll ,.... s 900 1.97 0.233 X 10 0.299 
" 1': ~ 

"' M .. Ref. (45) or 2.6 Fig. 25 eqn (39) Fig. ( 24 Fig. 39 or 6.4 eqn. (38) 
II 7 

CD -6 -12 0 

t 850 0.302 • - - 0.175 X 10 4.6 X 10 s Ref. - -- - -- Fig. 24 Fig.. 39 or 6.4 eqn-. (2?) CD 

It g,. 

c+ • 800 -6 1.39 X 10-]2 0.298. • '1 -- -- - 0,.10 X 10 

l 
t; 

H Ref. -- - Fig. 24 Fig. 39 or 6 .. 4 eqn. (2?) ....... ,..... 
~ 750 8 -6 -12 0.2?2 '1 -- 0.0 X 10 o.42 x 10 
w 
11 Ref. - Fig. 24 Fig. 39 or 6.4 eqn.. (27) 

..... 
,, tl 
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In the above surnmo.ry the follot-Jine val uea have been used for conv~rsion 

of N
2 

wt % into gN/c~'= 

7.09 g/cm3 - density of Z:rN, Handbook of Chemistry and Physics(S3) • 

.3 . - (84) 
6.5 g/cm - density of alpha-zirconium 

6.35 g/cm3 • density of beta-zirconium, from X-ray data. 

The reported - intermediate values (Table III) at different tempera.-

tures have been obtained from the differential model and from the experimental 

evidence given in Chapter VI. 

Having obtained all necess&r7 data we can evaluate the parpbolic 

constants for the nitride, alpha-zirconium and be-ta-zirconium and compare 

them with the experimentally dete~inod value of the total parabolic rate 

constant. Such comparison is made below in Table IV and includes values 

calculated from both the differential and integral models discussed in · 

Chapter III. 

'!'ABLE IV 

Comparison of Caloula ted . and Expen.r.ental Value! of 

ip's for Zirconium-Nitrogen Reaction. 

Eqn. (k ) . (k ) (k ) 
P ErN p Zr-alpha p Zr-beta 

gN/cm2sec1/ 2 gN/cm2sec1/ 2 gN/cm2secl./2 
(kp)total 

calculated 

(kp)total 

experiv
mental 

1000 51 

55 

-6 
0 • .506xl0 2. 78 X 10-6 

2.586 X 10-6 
1.51 X 10•6 4.796 X 10-6 4.24xl0-6 

f'rom 
1. 515 x 10·6 4. 60'7xlo-6 ~g. :~ idem 



TABLE IV (cont'd) 

Eqn. (kp)ZrN (kp)Zr-alpha 

gN/cm2eecl/2 gN/cm2sec1/ 2 

950 ·5i 0.412xl0-6 1.836xlo-6 

55 idem 1.643xl0-6 

-Sl o. 293xl0-6- 1.28 xl0-6 

55 idem 1.15lxl0-6 

850 29 0.222x10-6 0.730xl0·6 

33 idem 8 -6 0.72 xlO 

29 0.13 X 10-6 -6 
700 0.393x10 

33 idem 0.394xlo-6 

150 29 0.11 X 10-6 O.l97xl0-6 

33 idem 0.202xl.0-6 

(k ) 
p Zr-beta 

2 1/2 
gN/cm sec 

o.825xl0-6 

o.823x1o-6 

0.249xl0-6 

0.249xl0-6 

119 

(kp)tota.l (kp)total 

calculated experimental 

3.073x10-6 2.?3xl0-6 

2.878xl0-6 from 
Fig. 22 

1.822xl0-6 1.65xl0-6 

1.696xl0-6 
from 
Fig. 22 

0.952x10-6 o.846xlo-6 

0.95 xl0-6 from 
Fig. 22 

0.523xl0-6 0.42?xl0-6 
fJ'om 

0.524xlo-6 Fig. 22 

0.30?xl0-6 0.29xl0-6 
from 

0.3l3xl0-6 
Fig. 22 

Considering the errors arising from boundary concentrations (phase diagram) 

and those inherent to the values of D's, we conclude that the agreement 

between the calculations based on diffusion parameters and the data obtained 

from kinetics experiments is good. 

Within the experimental exposure periods employed in this investigation 

the ratio of the thickness of alpha-phase to the thickness of zirconium nitride 

remains constant ae required by equation ( 61). This has been indicated in 

Fig. 25 • As a result of experimental precision the straight lines at 950° 

and 1000°C overlap and for this reason they have been drawn dashed. 

--
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8. E Metallosraph:r and X-ray Analyses: 

- The present meta.llographic examinations imply that the transformation 

of compact gray oxide into white oxide for zirconium samples reacted in 

atmospheres containing oxygen may take place within the oxide phase, viz. 

Fig. 20c,e, t , and that formation of a duplex scale, Fig. 20d. , 

consisting of gray and white oxides with a w$11 defined boundary between 

them may be regarded as a specific case. X-ray powder patterns of gray and 

white zirconium dioxide showed no essential differences, both oxides were 

monoclinic with approximately the same lattice spacings. FUrthermore, the 

initial white oxide formed does not necessarily have to be porous and to 

give rise to a marked deViation from parabolic oxidation kinetics, viz. 

Figi. 10 and ll • 

The presence of perpendicular cracks in the oxide. is ·evident from 

both Figs. 16 and 20d The genesis of them can be attributed to the 

oxidation process at the elevated temperature and it is unlikely that they 

formed during cooling to room temperature. This is evidenced by the formation 

of white oxide within the craeke as shown ~ Fig. 20d • However, we cannot 

cooclUBe unequivocally from the present evidence whether these cracks originate 

in the oxide. at the metal-oxide or oxide•oxygen interfaces. 

No exact explanation may be made of the voids present in the gray 

oxide formed on zirconium in oxygen atmospheres as shown in Fig. 16 • The 

voids appear to originate at the metal-oxide interface and 'become embedded in 

the scale as oxidation continues. In general all voids were located at approx. 

the same depth beneath the oxide surface and the number of voids produc_. in 

any specimen was insufficient to affect the parabolic kinetic data. 
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We cannot advance a specific mechanism accounting for the formation 

of voids. It is the author's opinion that these pores are associated with 

the Kirkendall e£fect< 85) and are presumably formed by the condensation of 

excess oxygen vacancies. Oxygen vacancies are formed at the metal-oxide 

interface by the formation of oxide from the metal and, .also, by removal -

of oxygen from the oxide and its solubility in the metal. Although the 

degree of supersaturation of vacancies is low and the probabilitJ that few 

of them will condense to form a void is small, they will nevertheless tend 

to collect into macroscopic pores because by doing so total elastic energy 

of the stress system is being decreased. This elastic stress of the system 

around the advancing boundary may be brought about by .the occurrance of volume 

changes associated with the diffusion process. 

Similar formations of pores have been found in 50/50 Au•Ag diffusion 

couples by SEITH(B6) end by MALLETT and ALBRECBT(B?) in Zr-2.5 wt 1' Sn and 

Zr - 1.5 wt ~ Sn alloys. Most recently, PEMSLER(Sl) confirmed the formation 

of voids during oxidation of zirconium in the temperature range t:p5°C to 

1100°C; however, the oxide formed on samples exposed at 910° and 840°C was 
quite similar and did not exhibit the formations of voids. 

Microscopic examinations of the zirconium nitride-zirconium interfaces 

did not disclose voids similar to those for zirconium-oxygen system, even at 

magnifications of lOOOX with the immersion objective. The interface appeared 

to be smooth and flat as illustrated in Fig. 26b • 

Scaling in oxygen-nitrogen atmospheres produced microstructures similar 

to those observed tn air. As shown in Fig. 43 the scale thickness becomes 
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non-uniform indicating a strong localized attack. An interesting feature 

observed in these samples was the presence of thin filigrees at the metal

metal scale interface. This phase was observed only in places where the 

localized attack was pronounced; where the scale was compact and uniform 

this phase could not be distinguished viz.. Fig. 43c • 

In the present investigation it was not possible by X-ray analyses 

to identify the phase composing these filigrees. It was shown also that 

zirconium dioxide does not react with nitrogen at 850°C to form a oxy -

nitride corapound. Although it may not be definitely concluded, the author 

is of the opinion from the metallographic evidence that this phase is 

zirconium nitride. 

The possibility that this phase was stable at the reaction temperature 

or had decomposed from solid solution during c~ling to room temperature was 

investigated by examining the structure of the specimen quenched in liquid 

nitrogen trom the reaction temperature. The filigrees were still present, 

viz. Fig. 43d , sugget;!titlg that they formed and were stable at the 

scalirlg temperature. Since the mutual diffusivities of !dtrogen in zirconium 

dioxide and of oxygen in zireoDium nitride are not known it is ·imposeible 

to establish definitely whether this phase is the cauee or the effect of 

localized scaling. ~he author is inclined to believe in the first alternative. 

The cross-sections of zirconium samples scaled in oxygen-water vapor 

atmospheres exhibited localized structural defects as shown in Fig. 46 • 

Fingers of afd. •. penetrating into the metal substrate were commonly observed .. 
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Because of their large size it is difficult to associate their formation 

with the grain boundaries of the metal. Wherever these defeats formed the 

outer scale was severely dmnaged indicating that low resistance paths for 

the diffusion of reactions species was necessary for penetration into the 

metal. These low resistance paths could possibly be associated with cracks 

in both the scale and metal. 

The definition of this expression has been given in Chapter ?.1. 

From the review of literature(lB,8B,B9,90~9l) and from the obtained oxidation 

and scaling kinetic data shown in Figs. 6; ?; 9; 4la.bi 44; ~S it is 

e•ident that a transition from a relatively slow parabolic reaction rate to 

a somewhat faster relationship exists and that oxidation time ie not the only 

factor which governs this phenomenon. 

Some investigators e, g. KOFSTAD and OESTHAGEN(S9) and CO~( 9l) express 

the post-transition oxidation rate by a linear relation~ip and attribute the 

increased oxidation rate to the formation of white oxide scale. This explana• 

tion is only partially consistent with the present experimental observations. 

A comparison .of data from Fig. 9 ·(which corresponds to the .surface appearance 

of samples displayed in the upper row of Fig. 8 ) with the oxidation kinetics 

given by Fig. 7,10,11 (for samples shown in the middle row of Fig. 8 ) 

leads to the concl~sion that the post-transition period cannot be expressed by 

a simple linear relationShip unless oxidation is very rapid. Moreover, for 

such a case there is no satisfactory evidence for a single breakaway point. 
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Nevertheless, it follows from the present investigation that the formation 

of white oxide may give rise to increased oxidation rates. Conf~tion ot 

this can be found by ·com.pariq the oxidation data of Figs. 10, 11 with the 

metallography of' the oxides in Fig. 20c, d,e • Having concluded that the 

deviation from parabolic oxidation may be detected by the presence of white 

oxide, the differences are examined between_ the gray and white oxides. 

The viewpoint is adopted that the gray oxide represents hypo-stoicbio-

metric, thermodynamically unstable form which with time transforms towards 

the stoichiometric, thermodynamically stable composition of Zrq2• The color 

of oxide changes simultaneously. The transformation takes place irrespective 

of the physical state and shape of the metal. Certain factors, however, may 

accelerate the transformation rate of gray oxide into white oxide. 

8.3.1 Effect of Stress: 

Since the volume of oxide is larger than the volume of consumed metal 

the oxide could be under large lateral stress. Some form of mechanical 

breakdown of the oxide layer can be expected and the purely diffusion controlled 

oxidation kinetic~ become violated. The mechanical breakdown assumes a form 

of shear-cracking where cohesion is weak, giving rise to low resistance paths. 

.Such a b~eakdown. of the oxide scale is demonstrated by Fi~. 16,43,46 • 

Where the adhesion is weak and cohesion strong one can expect separation of 

the oxide from a metal substrate. Confirming evidence of such a case was 
I 

shown by the occurrance of vOids at the metal-oxide interface, vim. Fig. 16. 

Obviolf.Sly, both mechanisms tor crack formation can cooperate concurrently. 
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It is also possible that cracking of both oxide and metal occurs. 

0>-''Ygen enrichme:J.t in the metal beneath the oxide scale may enhance the 

cracking of the metal due to its embrittlement. This viewpoint has been 

advanced by LEHR and DEBUIGNE(92 ) and by O'DRISCOLL et al (93). This type 

of cracking could account for areas of localized rapid oxidation and break-

away. Possible example of this behaviour is shown in Fig. • 

8.3.2. Sample Thickness: 

Inspection of the oxidation curves of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows 

that there is a relationship between the time interval to the breakaway point 

and the thicknesses of the specimens. Breakaway ' oec\U"e4 . at shorter times 

with thinner specimens. The data were reproducible only in the parabolic 

range; in the post-transition period the deviations were irregular indicating 

localized oxidation. Here again an unequivocal explanation cannot be presented 

for this behaviour. 

The shorter time to the breakaway point for thinner samples could be 

associated with the factor that the sample ceases to be a semi-infinite plate 

for oxygen diffusion from a plana,~· source. When the oxygen gradients from 

opposite faces meet, the concentration of oxygen in the middle of the sample 

increases. Tho oxygen gradient becomes less steep as oxidation continues and 

leas oxygen is taken up by the metal. Because the oxide scale is in a non-

stoichiometric condition at its outer interf'a.ce, more oxygen may become avail

able for the transformation .of gray to white oxide. The fact that PEMSLER'S(Bl) 
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data for oxidation of z:irconium spheres of 1. 74 em in diameter at 840°C 

for 600 hrs do not indicate the transition point is·· compatible with the 

given interpretation. 

8.3.3 Influence. of Atmo~;eheres: 

As illustrated by Figs. 4la, b the weight change as a function 

of time obeys to a first approximation the parabolic relationship in the 

pretransition region for samples reacted in oxygen atm~spheres containing 

nitrogen and water vapor. The onset of breakaway oxidation was associated 

with the transformation of gray to white oxide. 

The sealing rate of zirconium reacted at 8;o0c in oxygen-nitrogen 

atmospheres (starting with 10% ni trogenJ was higher than in pure oxygen or 

nitrogen. lncreasing the ratio of nitrogen to oxygen the scaling rete 

increased up to the nitrogen mole fraction of O.? and decreased thereafter. 

The initial increase in scaling rate can be explained in terms of the defect 

equation for zirconium dioxide i.e. at the oxygen-oxide interface: 

2- •. _- 2-
02 + 2 0 0 + ~ = 2.0 ,e (86) 

where: oo2- represents an oxygen ion vacancy in the oxide lattice, o~- is 

an oxygen ion in the oxide lattice and e- is an electron. 

The replacement of orJgen atoms in the oxide lattice by nitro~en·atoms 

is at a ratio 2/3, thn.t is 21-t.,_ \Jill replace 30~-. Therefore il'l a n-type 

oxide the presence of nitrogen would increase the number of vacant oxygen 

sites and consequently the oxidation rate would increase also. A tentative 

mathematical proof' is given as Problem 2 in the appendix. 
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The decreasing scaling rates for nitrogen mole fractions in excess 

of 0.7 as well as the variation in time to the breakaway point as a function 

of nitrogen content in the atmosphere could not be easily explained. 

The reaction of zirconium in oxygen-water vapour atmospheres complies 

with the parabolic scaling kinetics for exposursa up to 5 hr at 950°C and to 

80 hr at 850°C. !'he parabolic oxidation is follo~red by a breaka\#ay point 

and much faster scaling. This has been illustrated by curves 2 in Figs. 44 

and 45 Oxidation curves for zirconium reacted in pure oxygen have been 

·incorporated for comparison. The initial period of scaling, curves 2, is 

about the same as for reaction in oxygen 1 curves l, WESTERMAN(94) found for 

zirconium reacted in water vapor at 800°C and for 20 hr that the scaling rates 

were about the same as in oxygen. 

Apparently solubility of hydrogen in the non-stoichiometric gray oxide 

in the early stages of oxidation does not markedly influence the detect structure 

of this oxide and the diff'ueion rate of oxygen through the initially formed 

seale. 

DOUGLASS(95) investigated the effect of alloying elements on the post

transition oxidation rates of zirconium ·tested in steam at 400°C. It was 

found that both tiD and niobium increase the post-transition corrosion rates, 

and that no suitable mechanism accounting for the breakaway could be advanced. 

Similarily, the present investigation indicates that for zirconium oxidized 

in oxygen a~spheres containing nitrogen or water vapor we cannot offer a 

unique and simple explanation for the breakaway phenomenon. 



CHAPTER IX 

Conclusions. 

i. The oxidation of zirconium at 850° and 950°C and the reaction of 

zirconium with .nitrogen in the range of 750° to 1000°C obey a 

parabolic relationship. 

ii. The nitriding and oxidation· kinetics are consistent with the 

theoretical evaluations based on the diffusion models. 

iii. The diffusivity of nitrogen in alpha-zirconium in the temperature 

range of 750° to 1000°C is: 

D = 0.15 exp (-5lt·100 /RT) .. 

Tnis value was obtained from traverse microhardness measurements 

of nitrided zirconium samples. 

iv. The parabolic oxidation kinetics of zirconium are followed by deviations 

towards more rapid oxidation rates. These deviations could be attributed 

to the stoichiometry or the oxide, cracking of the scale and to the 

geometry of the specimens. The smaller the thickness of a plate specimen 

the shorter is the time to the breakaway pointe 

v. Nitrogen-oxygen mixtures enhance the scaling rate of zirconium at 8S0°C 

and decrease the time interval to the breakaway pointG when compared with 

the influence of pure oxygen. The reaction of zirconium with oxygen-water 
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8 0 0 vapour atmospheres at 50 and 950 C conforms to parabolic scaling 

kinetics and is followed by a more rapid rate after the breakaway 

point. The influence of these atmospheres on the transformation from 

non-stoichiometric grey oxide to white oxide remains undetermined. 

:. 



CHAPTER X 

Recommendation for 'Future '~"!ork 

Our calculations based on the diffusion model were approximated by 

neglecting the variation in concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen within 

the oxide and nitride phases, because the diffusivities of oxygen in non-

stoichiometric zirconium oxide and of nitrogen in zirconium nitride are 

not know~. It should be possible to evaluate these diffusivities and the 

values for y:s from the kinetic data and the knowndiffusivities of these 

species in the respective alpha-zirconium phases. 

Since the volume ratio of nitride formed to zirconium metal consumed 

is close to one, it would be easier to develop.: a mathematical treatment for 

the zirconium-nitrogen system first. For zireonium-oxygen system this ratio 

ia about 1.52 and one would have to consider a moving boundary problem which 

takes into account the differenee arising from the exce3s of zirconium oxide 

formed. The method derived by CARSLAW and JAEGER(96) could be helpful here. 

The concentration of oxygen in zireonium qioxide at the oxide/oxygen interrace 

could be taken as that corresponding to the stoichiometric Zr02• The value 

of D0 __.,. ZrO 0btained in this way could be compared with the value of 
2 2-x 

D6 . ~ ZrO determined from the experimental \fork under progress in this labora-
2 2 

tory. The difference between these two seperately determined values could 

be explained in terms of conqentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient. 



PROBLEM 1 

Consider first the simpler case; show the identity of equation (54) 

and (60) i.e. 

2 B
0 

~ D
0
/rr. exp - y7

2· D1/D
0 

= 2 B
0 

{D
0 

ierfc y'l'· V D1/D
0 

+ 2(C!I - C0)y,yD1 

Since by definition: 

ierfc x = ~ exp (-x2) - erfc x 

the R.H. side of equation {1) transforms to: 

(1) .. 

2 B
0 
.fTili exp-y,,/ D1/D

0 
- 2 B

0
y'i' ~ n1 erfc Yy V D/i5

0 
+ 2(c!

1-c
0

)yVJ ffiJ (2), 

Reducing tne appropriate terms leaves: 

II . .~ II C Q C + B (l-erf ~/2r D t) & C 
0 0 0 0 0 

(}) 

. . ' ( 8) 
which is a solution of Fick's second lav for x = t. For reference see JOST 5 . 

Equation (3) shows that the two terms for· kp's for the beta phase are identical. 

Similarly. ve can show the identity of equation (53) and (5_9) i.e. 

I J"""h' II Il Jl')' . 
= 2 B1 y .u1 (ierfc ytfDiiDI - ierfc Yy) + 2(CI ..C

0
)y

1
t'»ii • 2(C0 -C0 )y'l' - 1 

(4) 

which when applying the llerfc x definition given above, reduces to: 
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{5). 

From here it follows that: 

_(6~ 

and 

(?). 

Hence we have proved that, not only the expressions of k 's for the beta
p 

phase derived from the three-phase analytical and integral model are identical, 

but also that this identity must held for the parabolic rate constants 

obtained from the two-phase models, viz. equations (31) and (37) in the text. 
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TABLE 1 

Imwri ty Contents of Zirconium 

Elements Analyses• (ppm) 

Al, Cu, Ti 25 

Mg, Mn, S:n 10 

Co, Pb, v 5 

c 30 

H 2.2 

Fe 210 

Bf 60 

0 140 

N, Ni 1.0 

Cd 0.3 

Si 85 

w 25 

Zn 50 

• After: AECL, Chalk River, Ont. 
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TABLE 2 

Experiment~l Test Conditions 

Fig. Temp. Original Leak Rate (kp) expt. Remarks oc Vacuum 
mm Hg/min 2 1/2 mm Hg. gt:J/cm sec 

II 5 8;o 4 X 10-6 0.25 X 10-5 2.03 x-lo-5 

III 6 850 3 X 10-5 0.13 X 10-5 2.08 X 10 ... 5 kp-ror parabolic 

relation only 

VI 6 850 5 X 10-5 1.96 X 10•5 ditto 

IV ? 850 2 X 10-5 1.5 X 10-5 sample thickness 
~2 of Run, II,III 
VI. 

v 7 850 3,x 10-5 ditto 

vn 9 950 5 X 10-4 2.2 X 10-5 

X 9 950 4 X 10-4 

XI 10 950 7 X 10-5 2.5 X 10-5 -5 I"" o.4- + 4.6 lit - ?.67 X 10 

XII 950 5 X 10-5 2.4 X 10•5 8 -5 11 -7.5 X 10 T ~o.2 + 4.55 vt 
XIII 10 950 3 X 10-S 8 -5 ., :::: o.LJ. + 3.46ff -5.7 X 10 

XIV 12 950 5 X 10-6 1.8 X 10-5 4.76 X 10-5 ~ ~ 2.5 + 2.85 ft 

XVI 12 950 5 X 10-6 4 .. 62 X 10-5 
' ":: 2.06 + 2. ??r£ 

XVIII 12 950 2 X 10-6 4.?7 X 10-5 ~m . rt 1r; 3.19 + 2.86 t 

XV 13 950 5 X 10•6 4.6 X 10-5 ~ ,. 2.31 + 2 .. 76Jt 

VIII 3 X 10-6 1.9 X 10-5 4.7 X 10-5 Om 
13 950 -;: == 1.46 ~ 2.82/t 

XVII 13 950 5 X 10-6 4.65 X 10-5 ilm 2.35 + 2. 79/t -= 
2 X 10-6 1.5 X 10-5 4.92 X 10-5 .A 

IX 13 950 2= 1.56 + 2. 95/t 
A 

NOTE: 

For values of curve equations time , t , has been given in hrs, 
' 2 

and b.m/ A in mg. of oxygen per em. 
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TABLE 3 

TIME Weight in mg Area ·(A) 
(~) hrs cm2 

Before After Gain A w 
Oxidation Oxidation (1.\m) 

w 

XV 16 1/2 2983.2 3071.3 88.1 5.866 15.03 

XIV 25 296?.4 }074.6 107.2 5.989 17.9 
~· 

VIII 42 2884.0 2998.4 114.4 5.480 20.87 

IX 59 2891.0 }018~7 127.7 5.280 24.15 

XVIII ?6 3213.5 3374.9 161.4 5.892 2?.4 

XVII 93 2645.2 38.50.0 204.8 6.?65 ,0.3 

) 
;.;,.. 

Index {w) means: gravimetric determination. 
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XVI 

XV 

XIV 

VIII 

IX 

XVIII 

XVII 

NOfE: 
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TABLE 4 

Microscopic Measurements (950°C) 

'1'IME THICKNESS THICK. OF METAL, mm RATIO 
hra 0., 4:3 GRAY OXIDE a-phase ~-phase 

1' 

2 3 4 5 6 

8 23.5 :t 2.-5 0. 982,t0. 030 1.452 12 .. C>,t2.l 

16 1/2 27.9 !. 2.5 0.412+0.020 - 1.115 14.8_tl.4 

25 32.3 + 2.0 - 0.567+0.028 - 0.900 17.5.±2.0 -
42 34.6 + 1.? - 0.663±0.020 0.662 19.3_tl.2 

59 38.0 + 1.6 - 0.?22+0.020 - 0.485 20.~1.2 -
76 4}.7 + 1.8 - 0.915,:tO.Ol8 0.154 20.98!1.3 

93 47.8 + 1.8 - 1.018+0.020 - 0.089 21.3!,1.1 

l) Measurements given in columns } and 4 are averages of 20 values 

2) Measurements in column 5 are averages ot 10 values. 



TABLE 5 

Microscopic Meas!f!ments (850°C) 

Oxidation Time Gray Oxide Thickness, Reference 

h:rs. microM 

6 10.0 :: 2.0 HUSSEY and SMELTZER (,33) 

16 21.0 + 2.0 - " n " 

24 23.0 ! 2.0 " ff " 
48 3}.0 + 2.0 - " 11 " 
6 1.5.0 + 0.6 - DEBUIGNE and LEHR (.}4) 

24 20.0 + 0.6 - " ft " 

174 54.8 WALLWORK et al. (70) 

96 ltO.O I. ft If 

200 59.0 " n " 

250 65.0 " " n 

16 19.9! 1.0 Present investigation 

18 20.6 ! 2.0 " n 

36 24.0 + 2.0 - ,, It 

48 30.4 + 1.6 - tt " 

72 34.8 + 1.6 - .. " 
117 44.5 ! 1.6 " " 

Equation of the line shown in Fig. 15 is: 

£ = 3.38 + 3.8? IT 
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TABLE 6 

X-Ray Powder Data for Gray and White Zirconium Dioxide 

Specimen: Zirconium dioxide, gray oxide Description: Oxidized in pure oxygen for ?6 hr at 950°. Run XVIII 

Radiation: Cu 

Line 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

? 
8 

9 
10 

ll 

12 

13 
14 

s 
uncorr. 
(~-Ql) 

(mm) 

17.98 

24.78 

28.58 
32.08 
34.88 

35.88 
39.48 
41.88 

46.18 
50.28 
51.18 

55.18 

56.58 
58.58 

Filter: Ni i\.: 1.542 i KV: 28 mA: 14 

Q: 88.02 mm 

§ (g) 
2 
degrees 
(large 
camera) 

8.99 
12.39 

14.29 
16.04 

17.44 

17.94 

19.74 
20.94 
23.09 
25.14 

' 25.59 

27.59 
28.29 
29.29 

sin 0 

0.1562 

0.1245 

0.2469 

0.2:763 

0.2997 

0.3080 

0.3378 
0.3574 

0.3921 
0.4249 

0.4319 
0.4361 

~.4739 

o.lt-892 

Correction factor: 1.0045 

Data for ASTM 
powder file 

d (~) = 2 ~in g 

4.926 
3.594 

3.122 

2.790 

2.572 
2.530 

2.282 

2.157 
1.966 
1.814 

1.?85 

1.665 
1.627 
1.576 

;Exposure Time: 26 hr. 

I 
intensity 

:r 
M 

v.s. 
v.s. 
s. 
M. 

F 

F 

F 

F 

M 

r 
r 
w 



TABLE 6 cont'd 

Specimen: Zirconium dioxide, white oxide 0 Description: Oxidized in pure O?CYgen for 12 hr at 950 • Run VII 

Q: = 8?.78 Correction factor: 1.004 

Line s s (Q) Data for ASTM -uncorr. 2 sin Q powder file 
<sl-Ql) degrees 

d <X) I 
(mm) (large intensity camera) 

1 17.75 8.8?5 0.1543 1~.997 M 

2 24.98 12.49 0.2163 3.564 s 
3 28.99 14.495 0.2504 3.079 v.s. 
4 32.31 16.155 0.2782 2.771 v.s. 
5 35.42 1?.71 0.3042 2.535 s 
6 36.08 18.04 0.3097 2.489 M 

7 39.74 19.87 0.3399 2.268 F 

8 41.64 20.82 0.3554 2.169 M 

9 42.65 21.32 0.3636 2.120 M 

10 46.47 23.23 0.3944 1.955 M 

11 47.07 23.53 0.3992 1.931 s 
12 50.48 25.24 0.4264 1.8o8 F 

13 51 .. 69 25.85 0.4360 1.768 M 

1~·. 55.50 2:7. ?5 0.4656 1.656 M 

F-Fair, V.S. - Very Strong, M - medium, s - strong, t*.l - Weak; d-doubl.et 

...., 
\Jol 
'-!) 
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,tABLE 7 

Lipe Eauations for Zi£conium-N1trosen Reactiop 

'remperature Line Equations 

~- Gravimetric ~echnique Volumetric Technique 

1023 Am/A = -<>.022 + 0.1?4- {t -
10'73 Am/A = 0.025 + 0.0286 Vt 

1123 Am/A = 0.038 + 0.050? {t t:JA/ A = O. Ollt- + O. 051 Yt 

11?3 Am/A = 0.027 ~ 0.099 IT 

1223 Am/A = 0.021 + 0.158 VT Am/A = -0.01 + 0.158 ft 
am/A = 0.02 + 0.152 /1; 
~A • -0.01 + 0.136 f1: 

1273 Am/A = 0.001 + 0.254 IT -
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TABLE 8 

Weight Measurement (?50°- l000°C) 

Temp. Test time Weight-Gain Area 
(~) AW 2 oc hrs AW, mg A, em 2 A v <-r>v• ms/cm 

1000 9 2.280 2.964 0.?68 

25 3.32 2.637 1.261 

36 3.42 2.237 1.530 

950 25 1.86 2.217 0.842 

36 2.18 2.234 0.976 

49 2.58 2.158 1.196 

48 2.34 2.412 0,97 0.95 

72. 3.21 2.264 1.40 1.38 and 1.35 

900 25 1.61 3.084 0.522 

49 2.06 1.?05 0.?20 

81 1.97 2.142 0.918 

850 25 0.75 2.425 0.295 

36 o.8.5 2.452 0.346 

49 0.81 2.193 0.369 

64 1.06 2.303 0.460 

71 0.91 2.186 0.41? 0.426 

81 1.29 2.422 0.535 

800 36 0.?9 3.929 0.206 

64 1.00 4.082 0.245 

81 1.11 4.164 0.26? 

100 1.44 4.064 0.322 

Cont'~ 
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TABLE 8 Cont'4 

!emp~ Test time Weight-Gain Area. (~) . (~) mg/cm2 
oc. hrs AWt mg A; am2 A v A v• 

150 ,.9 o.38 3.888 0.098 

102 0.65 3.901 0.166 

144 0.70 4.048 0.1?3 

169 o.B2 '+.091 0.206 

Legend; 1. subscripts ~ w) and ( v) • denote static-gravimetric and volumetric 

measurements. 

2. Measurement of' area has been based on average of three readings 

across the diagonals. 



1000 

950 

800 

'!'ABLE 9 

Microscopic Measurements ( 750°- 1000°C) 

Time 
hrs 

9 
25 
36 

25 
36 
48 
49 
72. 

25 
49 

'81 

2.5 
36 
49 
64 
?1 
81 

}6 
64 
81 

100 

49 
102 
144 
169 

Thick. of Nitride 

.... 

1.9 + 0.3 -3.0 + 0.2 -3.5 + 0.5 -
2.01 + 0.45 
2.62 + 0.26 
3.04 + 0.20 
3.14 + 0.26 
3.4 i 0.20 

1.6 + 0.17 -2.15 + o.:;o 
2. 70; 0.26 -
1.20 ! 0.15 
1.}0 + 0.12 
1.42 + 0.20 
1.80 + 0.12 
1.85 + 0.12 -2.0? ! 0.15 

1.05 + 0~15 -1.20 + 0.10 -1.30 + 0.15 
1.62 :; 0.12 -
0.60 + 0.15 -1.05 ! 0.25 
1.13 + 0.20 -1.17 ! 0.22 

Thick. of Alpha-

Phase t.t 

31.1 + 2.0 
47.5 + 1.5 -59.9! 2.2 

34.7 + 2.2 
43.6 ! 1.5 
50.75 + 2.5 
51.05 + 2.2 
58.25! 1.7 

30.5 + 2.5 
41.0.5 + 1.7 -53.25 + 2.2 

. -
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Ratio of thick. of 
alpha phase to thick. 
of nitride 

16.4 + 1.2 
15.8 + 0.7 
17.1 i 1.6 

17.3 + 2.4 
16.6 + 1.0 
16.7 + 0.3 
16.2 + 0.7 
17.1 + o.s -
19.0 + 1.1 
19.0 : 0.8 
19.7; 1.2 -

NOTE: All values are averages of 10 measurement~. Errors indicate the 

average of max. and min. deviation. 



TABLE 10 

Line Eguat,.ons for . the Thicknessea of Zirconiwa-Ni tride and 

Alpha-Phase as a Function cf Time 

Temp .. Thickltese ( Tl) of lfhickness ( E ) of Thickness ( 'l ) + ( E ) 
ox. alpha-phase, 1J. zirconium nitride, )1. 

1&-

1023 - £ = -0.06 + 0.096 {t 

10?3 t = 0,1 + 0.12 Vt 

1123 - i = 0.09 + 0.21 {t 

11?3 ~ = 1.78 + 5.69 {lf € = 0.19 + 0,28 {t ( £ + 11) = 1. 66 + 6 .. 01 rt 

3228 1} = 2.2:'1 + 6. 79 Vt € = 0.12 + o .. 40? rT < £ + TJ) == 3.41 + ?.osrt 

12?3 " = 2.30 + 9.40 IT £ = 0.29 + 0.51 r-t ( ( + 1')) = 2.13 + l0.03ff 
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TABLE 11 

Microhardness Mea5urements and Diffusion Data 

0 Temp. C 
d; lA x; lJ. H(x); DPN H(x)-H H(x)-145 and 0 2 

time kg/mm 2 HtO)-H = 1665-145 .50 D; em /sec 
0 

750°C 34 1/2 0 1665=H(O) 50 3.52 X 10-l} 102 hr. 52 3.3 930 25.8 
61 6.75 530 12.6 4.76 

103 11.7 186 1.35 3.81 
ll2 16.7 15? 0.4 5.3? 
114 18.0 152 0.23 5.49 
118 26.6 142 
116 32.2 147 
118 36.6 142 
118 50.0 142 
116 60.0 147 

750°C 34 1/2 0 1665=H(O) 50 3.;, X 10-l3 144hr. 44 3.3 1019 28.4 
90 10.0 244 3.25 2.81 
89 12.0 249 }.42 4.16 
93 15.5 228 2.73 6.2? 

10? 18.0 172 o.89 5.57 
115 20.0 149 0.1.3 4.30 
118 21.6 142 -
118 23.4 142 
116 26.6 147 
117 33.0 144 
ll8 36.5 142 
117 "46.5 144 

H~x~ - 14.2 
170'6 ~ 145 .50 

800°C 34 0 1706=H(O) 50 
1~21 X l0-12 64 hr. 1+1 3.3 11?4 33.0 

50 6.75 '0 
7~.>9 20.6 1.47 

63 10.0 49? 11.3 1.47 
87 13.3 261 3.2 1.20 

108 16.7 169 0.77 1.03 
112 20.0 157 0.38 1.22 
119 30.0 139 
118 36.5 142 
116 40.0 147 
116 46.5 14? 
117 56.5 1L~7 
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TABLE 11 (cont'd) 

800°C 34 0 1706=H(O) 50 - -12 81 hr. 50 6.7 789 20.6 1.15 X 10 
66 10.0 453 9.87 1.03 

100 13.3 197 1.67 0.82 
100 16.? 197 1.67 1.06 
113 20.0 155 0.32 0.96 
114 23.3 152 0.224 1.16 
118 30.0 142 
120 36.6 137 
117 46.6 144 
117 53.3 144 
116 66.5 147 

850°C }4 0 1706=H(O) 50 
6~35 X 10-l2 

49 hr. 39 5.0 1297 36.9 
44 6.7 1019 28.0 3.76 
so 13.3 789 20.6 7.45 
60 16.5 548 12.9 5.94 
97 23.0 210 2.08 3.62 
98 26.6 205 1.94 4.66 

106 30.0 176 o. 99 4.79 
113 33.0 154 0.288 3.96 
117 40.0 144 -
115 so.o 149 
11? 57.0 144 
117 60.0 144 -
118 6?.0 142 
117 86.5 144 

8S0°C 34 0 1706=H(O) 50 
3:38 X 10-l2 64 hr. 43 6.7 1067 29.5 

. 49 10.0 822 21.6 3.54 
53 13.3 702 1?.85 4.93 
78 20.0 324 5.75 3~48 
88 23.4 254 3 .. 49 .3.59 
98'. 30.0 205 1.94 4.54 

109 36.5 166 0.672 4.48 
118 46.5 142 
'115 56.5 149 
119 6o.o 139 -117 66.6 144 
117 80.0 144 -
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TABLE 11 ( cont 'd) 

850°C 0 1706=H(O) 50 ;.63 X 10-l2 81 hr 38 3.4 1366 39.2 
41 6.7 1174 33.0 3.96 
41 8.3 1174 33.0 6.10 
48 13.3. 856 22.8 5.49 
62 20.0 513 11.8 4.97 
89 30.0 249 3.46 4.6? 
96 33.25 214 2.21 4.67 

110 40.0 163 0.577 4.33 
115 46.5 149 0.125 4.o8 
118 53.3 142 
116 56.5 147 
116 60.0 147 
117 73.5 144 
118 83.5 142 -

900°C 34 0 1706=H{O) 50 - . -12 25 hr. 41 5 1174 33.0 7.19 X 10 
47 10 893 24.0 11.1 
62 20 513 11.8 15.8 
70 25 402 8.25 18.0 
72 30 381 ?.55 24.2 
96 40 214 

104 50 182 
110 70 163 -
116 90 14? 
117 140 144 

900°C 34 0 1706=H(O) 50 
1~88 X 10-l1 49 hr. 40 10 1233 34.8 

57 20 629 18.? 1.44 
59 25 566 13.5 1.1~5 
65 30 467 10.3 1.61 
74 40 351 6.6 2.00 
96 50 214 

105 60 1?9 
114 100 152 
116 1}0 147 
116 150 147 

H(x) - 142 
1?65 - 145•50 

950°C 33 l/2 0 1765:H(O) 50 2.B6 X l0-11 36 hr. 39 10 129? 35."6 
42 15 lll8 30.0 3.16 
46 20 932 24.2 3.16 
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TABLE 11 (cont'd) 

55 30 652 15.6 3.40 
65 35 lt66 9.9 2.85 
98 50 205 

102 80 189 
109 100 166 
118 140 141 

950°C 33 1/2 0 1765=H(O} 50 
2:10 X 10-ll 49 hr. 39 10 1279 35.6 

45 20 974 25.6 2.62 
49 25 822 20.8 2.68 
55 30 652 15.6 2.50 
61 40 5.30 12.4 3.27 
64 45 481 10.3 3.60 
97 60 209 

107 80 1?2 
108 90 169 
112 120 157 
117 150 144 
116 190 ll~6 

1000°C 33 1/2 0 1?65:H(O) 50 
5~? X 10-11 . 25 hr. 38 10 1366 37.7 

44 20 1019 31.0 9.02 
51 30 759 18.9 6.48 
53 35 702 17.8 7.98 
56 40 629 ll•. 9 8.24 
59 45 566 13.0 8.85 
98 60 205 

106 70 175 
109 90 166 
113 100 154 
116 140 146 
116 18o 146 

1000°C }3 1/2 0 J.765mB(O) 50 
6:37 X 10-11 36 hr. 39 15 1297 35.6 

43 22.5 1067 28.4 6.01 
44 25 1019 31.0 9.9 
47 30 893 23.0 6.4 
51 40 758 18Q9 8.0 
59 50 566 13.0 7.62 
94 70 223 

101 100 190 
105 120 1?8 -112 150 157 us 180 140 -117 200 144 -117 220 144 - -



TABLE l2 

X-Ra: Powder Data. for Zirconium Nitrid! 

Specimen: Zirconium Nitride 

Radiation: Cu filter: Iii 

Description: Zirconium reacted in pure nitrogen 
0 for 72 hr. at 950 C. ·Run 5 

KV: 28 mA: 20 - -
ExPosve Time: 24 hr. !! = 104.225 Correction factor: 1.0025 

Line s 
uncorr. 
<sl .... ;l) 

(ram) 

1 34.65 

2 40.05 

3 57.8 

4 . 68.9 

5 72,.45 

6 81.78 

7 95.58 

8 98.98 

9 112.18 

10 122.?8 

s Q 2 
degrees 
(large 
camera) 

17.368 

20.075 

28.972 

34.536 

36.316 

42.99? 

4?.909 

49.613 

56.230 

.56.530 

sin Q 

0.2985 

0.3432 

0.4843 

0.5669 

0.5923 

0.6818 

0.7420 

0.?617 

0.8318 

0.8342 

Data for ASTM powder file 

d <~l> 

2.582 

2.246 

1.592 

1.}60 

1.301? 

'~.1308 

1.0391 

1.012 

0.927 

0.924 

I 
intensity 

s 
s 

s 

M 

F 

w 

r 
F 

w 

w 



ItO 

80 

120 

160 

200 

2lte 

280 

320 

360 

Air at 

TABLE 13 

L!n• EguatioM · fo:L'" Reaption of Zirconium in Ritrogen:Oxuo 

~tmospheres at 85Q°C, 

P + P., = 400 mm Hs 
02 ,.2 

Line equation 

Am/A= 0.3, + 3.10 Vt 

~A = 0,1 + 3.84 ~t 

6m,/A a 0,3 + 4.10 r-t 

&a/A =.1.0 + 3.05 ~ 

~A= 1.0 + 2.70 -{"1-;-

~A = 0.? + 2.45 Vt 

Am/A o 0..5 + 2.37 v-:t 
Am/A = 0.1 + 2,24 \It 

6aVA = 0.2 + 1.67 ~ 

400 mm Bg. Am/A = 0.2 + 2.96 \ft 

150 
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PROBLEM 2 

The zirconium oxidation process can be pictured as occurring by 

the formation of an oxygen ion vacancy at the metal-oxide interface: 

Zr(metal) = Zr 4+ + 2 ao2- + 4e 
s 

(1) 

where: Zr(rnetal) represents a zirconium atom in the metal lattice and 

Zr4+ is a Zr4+ ion on a lattice site in the oxide. In order for parabolic s 

oxidation to proceed, o o2• and electrons must diffuse through the oxide to 

the oxygen-oxide interface where they are consumed in the reaction: 

2- ··- 2-02 + 2 oo + Gte = 20 i (2) 

for which the equilibrium constant in terms of concentrations is: 

k = ~P · (c >4· <e 2->
2 

o
2 

e DO 
(3). 

Since, from mass action law: 

(C 2 ) = l/2 (C ) 
DO- e 

(4), 

we have 

Assuming the ionic conductivity, t0 , to be a linear function of concentration 

of oxygen vacancies: 

{;0 = k_. (p )-1/6 
-~ 02 

(6). 

From the theory of parabolic scaling, equation 14, follows that generally 

oxidation of a n-type semiconductor increases as ionic conductivity increases, 

k =f(ba)e p 
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If 2~- ions may replace 302- ions in the zirconium oxide ~ttice, 

we have in terms or the electronic balance: 

02-
c =2C ~2 -cit 

e ou-- N .... -

02-
where: C~- means concentration of nitrogen in oxygen sites. From equation 

o2- ~ 6 
k' =l/16p ·(1-C

3 
/2C

2
) ·(C 

2
) (8) 

02 N - oo- D 0 -

for the equilibrium constant. Again assuming G
0 

= t (C 2 ) we have: 
co -

t.' = k? p ·l/6. (1 - c02
- /2 c >-~3 <9> 

D ._ 02 M3• 002-

which can be compared with equation (6) if we assume that ~ ~ k2 for 

small enough concentrations of nitrogen. Then : 

~c 
a-· 0 

(10) 

shows that the scaling rate increases when the concentration of nitrogen 

ions in the zirconium oxide phase increases. 

(3): 
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